<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ULSTER FERTILISERS LIMITED</td>
<td>BEAMISH &amp; CRAWFORD PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEREMIAH O'KEEFFE LTD</td>
<td>THE DONEGAL DEMOCRAT, LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEMENS LTD</td>
<td>CREIGHAN PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MEYER COMPANY (HOLDINGS) LTD</td>
<td>THE MEYER COMPANY (HOLDINGS) LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. SHEEHAN &amp; SONS, LIMITED</td>
<td>OVERROAD LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREIGHAN PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
<td>P. J. RIGNEY &amp; CO., LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DONEGAL DEMOCRAT, LIMITED</td>
<td>MICHAEL BEATTY &amp; CO LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES LIMITED</td>
<td>SNOWCREAM (WEXFORD) LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERROAD LTD</td>
<td>ASSOCIATED MANUFACTURERS SALES ORGANISATION LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. ANDREW'S MEDICAL HALL, LTD</td>
<td>NOVUM (OVERSEAS) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRACE BROTHERS LIMITED</td>
<td>APEX FITMENTS LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APEX FITMENTS LTD</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC PLANT LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTAGUE BURTON TAILORING COMPANY LTD</td>
<td>T. &amp; J. FARRINGTON (NAAS) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELVER LTD</td>
<td>MICHAEL BEATTY &amp; CO LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELVER LTD</td>
<td>SNOWCREAM (WEXFORD) LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONNOLLYS (CHEMISTS) LIMITED</td>
<td>P. J. RIGNEY &amp; CO., LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRINGTON LTD</td>
<td>SNOWCREAM (WEXFORD) LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERIN PEAT POTS LTD</td>
<td>APEX FITMENTS LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOYNES MANUFACTURING LIMITED</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC PLANT LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC NABB AND LUMSDEEN LIMITED</td>
<td>T. &amp; J. FARRINGTON (NAAS) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRY BOYLAN (CELBRIDGE) LIMITED</td>
<td>MICHAEL BEATTY &amp; CO LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILSARAN CONCRETE LIMITED</td>
<td>SNOWCREAM (WEXFORD) LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON &amp; BAILEY LTD</td>
<td>APEX FITMENTS LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'DONOVAN BUILDERS LTD</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC PLANT LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATRICK MASSEY LTD</td>
<td>T. &amp; J. FARRINGTON (NAAS) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEPPERTON INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED</td>
<td>MICHAEL BEATTY &amp; CO LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JO'R INVESTMNTS LIMITED</td>
<td>SNOWCREAM (WEXFORD) LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIMAC INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
<td>APEX FITMENTS LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. E. RENNICKS LTD</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC PLANT LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEATS COUNTRY VILLAS LTD</td>
<td>T. &amp; J. FARRINGTON (NAAS) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN FLETCHER LTD</td>
<td>MICHAEL BEATTY &amp; CO LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALTONS PIANO AND ORGAN SALES, LTD</td>
<td>SNOWCREAM (WEXFORD) LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAYFIELD INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
<td>APEX FITMENTS LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEPANTO LIMITED</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC PLANT LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREEN GROUP HOTELS (WATERFORD) LIMITED</td>
<td>T. &amp; J. FARRINGTON (NAAS) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GORT HOMES LIMITED</td>
<td>MICHAEL BEATTY &amp; CO LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRANARD FARMERS MART LIMITED</td>
<td>SNOWCREAM (WEXFORD) LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIXRITE (I) LTD</td>
<td>APEX FITMENTS LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNUM HOLDINGS LIMITED</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC PLANT LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARIDAS LTD</td>
<td>T. &amp; J. FARRINGTON (NAAS) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUALITIFEEDS LTD</td>
<td>MICHAEL BEATTY &amp; CO LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOZER KEMSLEY &amp; MILLBOURN AUTOMOTIVE (IRELAND) LIMITED</td>
<td>SNOWCREAM (WEXFORD) LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIREBUS LIMITED</td>
<td>APEX FITMENTS LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANDAY LTD</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC PLANT LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALLEYMOUNT SERVICES LIMITED</td>
<td>T. &amp; J. FARRINGTON (NAAS) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACKS BAKERIES LIMITED</td>
<td>MICHAEL BEATTY &amp; CO LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUNEDIN PARK LIMITED</td>
<td>SNOWCREAM (WEXFORD) LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEAKLE ENTERPRISES LIMITED</td>
<td>APEX FITMENTS LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANLY BROTHERS LIMITED</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC PLANT LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILLINEY MANAGEMENT LTD</td>
<td>T. &amp; J. FARRINGTON (NAAS) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
37316  EUROPEAN COMMERCIAL TRUST LTD
37729  SEARSONS EAST END HOTEL LIMITED
37763  JOE DUFFY (MOTORS) LIMITED
39416  JOSEPH DUGGAN & SONS LTD
39553  MERCHANT MEADE LIMITED
39847  LYNDOL VINTNERS LTD
39916  CONNAUGHT FINANCE COMPANY LTD
39978  RICOH COPIERS (IRELAND) LTD
40298  KEANE'S GORT LTD
40475  P. KELLY, CONTRACTORS' PLANT LTD
40649  FINLAY ALAN INSURANCES LTD
40753  KILSARAN CONCRETE (NAAS) LIMITED
41629  H.R. HOLDINGS LTD
41798  HARGALSON TRADING LIMITED
41863  W.O. & COMPANY LIMITED
41949  LEX LABELS LTD
42078  CRONIN BARRY MONAGHAN LTD
42098  MERRION CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LTD
42216  BRENDAN J. COLLINS & ASSOCIATES
42263  S. & W. WOOLFSON LTD
42516  JOHN J. O'BRIEN (CHURCHTOWN) LIMITED
43349  PROPERTY SERVICES
43747  THOMAS J. MOONEY LIMITED
43927  PETER MOUNTAINE AND SONS LTD
44153  SMERBHIC TEORANTA
44447  D. DESMOND & COMPANY LIMITED
45078  LIMERICK CARGO HANDLING LTD
45775  CASTLE TOWN HOMES LIMITED
46116  S. J. ENTERPRISES LTD
46127  HAULBOWLINE MARINE LTD
46427  SEDGWICK RISK CONSULTING LIMITED
46849  THOMAS GORMLEY LIMITED
47249  VALLEY INNS LTD
47563  DISPLAY CONTRACTS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
47753  RENNICKS SIGN MANUFACTURING
48178  NATIONAL SAWMILLS LTD
48863  MARIE MITTON LTD
49075  WESTEX LTD
49147  DAPANS LIMITED
49216  P. J. MAHER PLANT LIMITED
49363  TRAMTRAX LTD
49627  WESTERN PEOPLE LIMITED
49663  ELECTROMATION LIMITED
49778  BULA OIL LIMITED
49847  INTERCONTINENTAL GREETINGS (IRELAND) LIMITED
50275  LOCKS & CO. LIMITED
50963  CREGAN AND PARTNERS LIMITED
51578  SHORE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
51816  THE PEN SHOP LIMITED
52129  WATERFORD ENTERPRISES LIMITED
52498  KILDRESS PROPERTY CO. LTD
52529  DURLAS TRANSPORT LTD
52678  SORTA LIMITED
53149  WATKINS BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
53477  THOMAS MQUILLAN AND COMPANY LTD
53947  HAYDEN HEATING LTD
53953  BLUEFLITE LIMITED
54298  MAGHERA FARM LTD
54878 SEMPERIT (SALES) LTD
55447 SEAMUS CULLIMORE LTD
55875 PHARMACEUTICAL PROPERTIES LTD
55978 JAMES E. CARROLL (ONSHORE SERVICES) LTD
56147 WELDING PRODUCTS LTD
56278 PATRICK MOYNIHAN LIMITED
56853 ADENTITY STUDIOS LIMITED
57878 FETHARD TYRE CO. OF IRELAND LTD
58449 KILLESHAL PRECAST CONCRETE LIMITED
58463 M. W. WALLPAPER SPECIALISTS LTD
58598 VALENTIA HOSPITAL COMPANY LTD
59047 DESMOND MCCORMACK LTD
59063 CASTLECORE DEVELOPMENTS LTD
59227 DICTATYPE LIMITED
59563 ANNETTE'S HOT BREAD SHOPS LIMITED
59627 PAUL MCGOVERN INVESTMENTS LTD
61078 ADARE PRINTING GROUP PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
61375 KILMACUAUGH PROPERTIES LTD
61575 HERMISTON LTD
63898 MUNSTER MICROFILMING LTD
64047 MURRAY TELECOMMUNICATIONS GROUP LIMITED
64153 GRENAGH PARISH FIELD LIMITED
64278 O'BRIENS PHARMACY (CLAREMORRIS) LTD
64553 LOWE ALPINE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
64816 J.& M. HOMES LIMITED
65229 IMPAC LTD
65827 KIERNAN SALES (WEXFORD) LTD
65829 SLIGO GLASS COMPANY LTD
66075 NELMO ELECTRONICS LTD
66349 SCAFFOLDING SERVICES (HOLDINGS) LTD
66578 THE BUNGALOW BAR (CASTLEBAR) LTD
67127 SIAC (ASPHALT) LIMITED
67275 CASEY WELDING SERVICES LTD
67653 CARTY BUILDING (BALLAGHADERREEN) LIMITED
67747 PREMIUM INTERNATIONAL LTD
68229 MCELVANEY MOTORS LIMITED
68449 KELLAND HOMES (DEVELOPMENTS) LTD
69475 COMMS LTD
69498 CRILLY. BYRNE. FAY. WHOLESALE MEAT CO. LTD
70178 SALINAS LTD
70775 NAYLAND HOLDINGS
70875 ACARCO LTD
71029 ATHLETIC DOME INDUSTRIES LTD (LUTHCLEASANNA)CRUINNEACHAIN
71098 ACTONS FOUR LTD
71927 WELDTECH (IRELAND) LTD
71998 CROFTON PAPER COMPANY LTD
72478 BAWNoge SHOPPING CENTRE MANAGEMENT LTD
73053 JOE NOLAN ELECTRICAL WHOLESALE LTD
73753 NEW STREET ENTERPRISES LTD
73853 FELIX BYRNE LTD
75027 V - MAC ENGINEERING LIMITED
75429 EURO SCHOOLS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
75549 SIAC (EXPORT) LIMITED
75647 COOLNASTUD SOFT FRUITS LIMITED
76149 MALONES BAKERY LIMITED
76327 BARRYS COURT LIMITED
76663 F. J. & M. McGEE LIMITED
77163 RIVERSIDE WELDING CO. LTD
77229   DELWOOD INSURANCES LIMITED
77275   LIQUID STORAGE TANKS LTD
78678   CAMPION INVESTMENTS LTD
78875   TRETORN SPORT SALES LIMITED
78916   CORRIGAN INVESTMENTS LTD
79775   WARREN ENGINEERING LTD
80375   BALLYBEG CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
80429   KEOGH CONSTRUCTION LTD
80716   AL HAYES MOTORS LIMITED
80816   AUGUSTINE TRAVEL LIMITED
81363   P. HENSHAW SHOPS LIMITED
83175   USIT INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
83178   BRICKFIELD MOTOR COMPANY LIMITED
83229   ELECTRO-MAGNETIC LIMITED
83478   REGINALD TAVERN LIMITED
83729   MALLOW SPA WATER LTD
83998   BERLINGFORD LTD
84098   THOMAS BYRNE (TIMBER) LIMITED
84127   AQUARESIST LTD
84627   VERLINGS WINE AND SPIRITS LIMITED
86527   THE GIFT SHOP LIMITED
86647   U.P.C. COMPANY LIMITED
87175   MILVERTON STEEL WORKS LTD
87316   CONSOLIDATED ENTERPRISES LTD
88298   N & K CONSTRUCTION LTD
88563   TOM BOLGER BUILDING CONTRACTOR LIMITED
88629   SKERRIES SERVICE STATION LTD
88698   TUITE CONSTRUCTION LTD
89398   CORBECA TRADING LTD
89527   DEVONA LIMITED
89683   ELLAVILLE LTD
89953   CELBRIDGE SHOPPING CENTRE LTD
90127   DOBBINS WINE BISTRO LIMITED
90178   GERARD O'CARROLL LTD
90363   MUNEKATA PLASTRONIX LIMITED
90716   DEEGAN INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED
91547   CLARE ROOFTRUSS COMPANY LTD
91627   DAVID LUCID INSURANCE LTD
91927   CAMBOURNE LTD
92649   BROPHY COMPUTER STATIONERY LTD
93216   TERRY BOYLAN (NEWBRIDGE) LIMITED
93329   M. & D. ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED
93647   AHERLOW IRONCRAFT LTD
93763   JERLE TRADING LIMITED
94347   JAMES AHERNE & COMPANY LIMITED
94863   W.I.P. (MACHINERY) LTD
94929   MORVERN HOLDINGS LIMITED
95098   IMPACT COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD
95116   COMPEX LTD
95763   MICRODEL LTD
96053   FRONTIER FILMS LIMITED
96453   TESCO TRUSTEE COMPANY OF IRELAND LIMITED
96627   WHEELCARE (IRELAND) LTD
96847   HUDACO COMPANY LTD
96929   TRIBUNE PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
96953   KANIZ BLOODSTOCK INVESTMENTS LTD
97147   ENGLEFIELD LTD
ARDFERT FUELS LIMITED
DEEL BAKERY LIMITED
ALERT PACKAGING SERVICES LIMITED
UNIVERSAL RADIOS AND ALARMS LIMITED
LYONS LONGFORD LIMITED
MARHAL LIMITED
CURUST FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
BIRCHTONE LIMITED
WHITEHALL MEATS LIMITED
WATERFORD FOODS INTERNATIONAL SERVICES LIMITED
JOE MULCAHY BUILDING LIMITED
PUBLICITY PLUS LIMITED
DAN FOLEYS PUB LIMITED
PALFAB HARVESTING LIMITED
EDWARD DOOGUE LIMITED
EDUTECH LIMITED
EAMONN KEELAGHAN PLANT HIRE LIMITED
CARROLLS AQUACULTURE (PROCESSING) LIMITED
FLYOVER COMPANY LIMITED
CARRIGACOTTA FARMS LIMITED
THE NAIL CARE COMPANY LIMITED
PADD BROOK LIMITED
ALL IRELAND RADIATOR CO. LIMITED
MEDLAR & ASSOCIATES LIMITED
TEE SQUARE DESIGNS LIMITED
J AND M OILS LIMITED
HANDSHAKE LIMITED
MERRION HALL LIMITED
ADAMS (DEKR) LIMITED
LAWN MOWER & TOOL HIRE CENTRE LIMITED
JASCONIUS LIMITED.
STONEHALL PADDocks LIMITED
TRANS-LINK SHIPPING (IRELAND) LIMITED
P.J. BOWES GROUP LIMITED
GILLIVAN BROS. LIMITED
MARIE CELESTE LIMITED
ADVERTISING PRINT PLACEMENTS LIMITED
CELTIC AUTOMATION SYSTEMS LIMITED
WASHOUT TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
NATURE'S BEST LIMITED
GALAXY FREIGHT SERVICES LIMITED
BUNCLODY SALMON LIMITED
TRANS EUROPEAN TRANSPORT LIMITED
MARRONS OF DONNYBROOK LIMITED
EDWARD CLANCY ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED
EUROPAISCHE EXPORT LIMITED
JOHN FRENCH (WINES & SPIRITS) LIMITED
PAYLOAD LIMITED
DE BRUIN TRADING LIMITED
AMATORY ENTERPRISES LIMITED
NOTLEY CAHILL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
KELLY & MURPHY INSURANCES (GALWAY) LIMITED
BEETRON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
DACTEX LIMITED
TANKMAN LIMITED
PORTLAOISE SPRINGS LIMITED
ARCHPARK DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
CHARTRAY ENTERPRISES LIMITED
Celtic Towing & Salvage Limited
Dabasi Limited
East Meath Construction Limited
Rice Couriers Limited
Rionet Limited
Valarta Limited
Evergreen Investments Limited
Hogany Limited
Drumeda Investments Limited
Mansize Kennels Limited
Day-Co Distributors Limited
Michael Sullivan Carpet Co. Limited
Wincove Holdings Limited
Sovereign Printers Limited
Wordwell Limited
Colossus Construction Limited
Birchwood Properties Limited
Dan Fitzpatrick Limited
Mchugh Management Company Limited
Chamco Trading Limited
G. Mc Carthy Insurances Limited
K.P.D. Limited
Ballyeamon Limited
Kopyprint Dublin Limited
Springview Limited
A.I.W. (Adare) Limited
Greenview Limited
Goldband Products Limited
Eurotherm Limited
Brimex Cork Limited
Cormac Precision Instruments Limited
Hayes Security Limited
Oldham Crompton (I) Limited
Mezeta Enterprises Limited
Springfresh Produce Limited
North Western Wool and Hide Company Limited
Knutty Krust Limited
Glenayre Limited
Landhaul Limited
Nakufreight Limited
Linknet Communication Systems Limited
Farragher International Travel Services Limited
Easybin Refuse Limited
The Laundry Boutique Limited
Europa Precision Components Ireland Limited
Midland Veterinary Supplies Limited
Star Office Supplies Limited
Laurel Lodge Castleknock Shopping Centre (Management) Limited
Fairgreen Limited
The Kitchen Bake (Ballyshannon) Limited
John Mc. Carthy Agricultural Machinery Limited
Quinns Funeral Home Limited
Athlone Crystal Limited
Alison Craig Fashions Limited
Mayspark Limited
P H Doherty & Sons Limited
Shelltrim Company
Design I.D. (Dublin) Limited
AMBASSADOR COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
MIDAS ELECTRIC LIMITED
JOHN KELLY AUCTIONEERS AND INSURANCE CONSULTANTS LIMITED
MICHAEL J. COEN & SONS LIMITED
JOHN HEDERMAN LIMITED
STAFFHIRE LIMITED
AMADALE FASHIONS LIMITED
DUNROYAL LIMITED
BLUE LIGHT PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
CRESINGTON FINANCE LIMITED
ACLARE NURSING HOME LIMITED
SHADWELL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
DUNBRIAR LIMITED
LINOBBROOK LIMITED
ARGONDALE TRADING LIMITED
CLAREVALE SUPPLIES LIMITED
TROGAS SECURITIES
REDHILLS EQUESTRIAN LIMITED
T. & K. GROWERS LIMITED
TARGET FINANCIAL SOFTWARE LIMITED
KINGSLEY LABELS LIMITED
KAVANAGH COACH SALES AND PRODUCTS LIMITED
VOGUE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
EDEN FLORISTS LIMITED
LENCOOL LIMITED
G.M.G. SALES (SLIGO) LIMITED
COOURTIME LIMITED
CENTREPOINT ELECTRONICS LIMITED
EVERSLEY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
LONZA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
M. & V. CARGO SERVICES LIMITED
PERSONAL TOUCH LIMITED
RICKWEAR LIMITED
EDDIE NAUGHTON AGRI SUPPLIES LIMITED
ARTIR BUSINESS CONSULTANTS LIMITED
HOLLYFOX LIMITED
PREMIER INTERNATIONAL MERCHANDISING LIMITED
TROVADORE LIMITED
OD'S CONSTRUCTION (DUBLIN) LIMITED
HYRATED LIMITED
SKELLY ELECTRICAL LIMITED
T.L.A. COMPUTING LIMITED
TATESTOWN EXPORTS LIMITED
GLANMIRE COURT TAVERNS LIMITED
KILLEENS SERVICE STATION LIMITED
RUTHVEND LIMITED
COSSINGTON LIMITED
JUST IN TIME TRANSPORT (CORK) LIMITED
THE TUESDAY CIRCLE LIMITED
ALUMINIUM CASTINGS (CORK) LIMITED
RICCILAND LIMITED
CON O'NEILL & SONS INSURANCES LIMITED
B.B.M. ALUMINIUM LIMITED
MILL MEATS LIMITED
GALTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DONOGHUES HARDWARE LIMITED
DELTA ALARMS DUNDALK LIMITED
PETER O'HALLORAN JOINERY (CORK) LIMITED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIMSAR LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARA KITCHEN HYGIENE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIRE SERVICES (IRELAND) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURAL LANGUAGE SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAMON HUGHES PLANT HIRE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEROSPACE ENGINEERING PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMPUS BOOKSTORES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARROWDELL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUGENE MCKEEVER &amp; SONS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BRANDON HOTEL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACADEMY PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICTORIA HOTEL MACROOM LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENSTAR LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.S.D. COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUNSTER LIGHTING COMPANY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITISCAPE PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALECOM LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POOLBEG HOLDINGS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPEYAN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARFASHION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOCBURY HOLDINGS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S M COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEGASUS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHBOROUGH TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEEM BAY FISH PRODUCTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORINVALE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONARCH INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCC TRUSTEES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. C. CRASH REPAIRS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAZAN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYAN GLENNON FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES LUCEY AND SONS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIPLAND DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALGADORN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTRIND LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARROWHEAD T. P. LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLHOUSE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST HANDEL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARWICK HOLDINGS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.J.T. INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFFUSION ALIMENTARY PRODUCTS (D.A.P.) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENT GALLERY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITZERS BAGGOT STREET LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRASNA HOLDINGS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARDO LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADDERBACK LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PULSE BOUTIQUE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'REILLY BROTHERS BUILDERS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPILLANE'S CONSULTANCY &amp; AGRI SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARFORD ENTERPRISES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DERRYVARD LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERRION FARE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOCUS SOLUTIONS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONNEMARA AND ISLANDS HERITAGE TOURISM LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA INN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENIM STORE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABFIELD LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGUAGE INSTITUTE OF IRELAND LIMITED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
169563 DUVOISIN LIMITED
169653 IMPACT PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
170147 SLEVIN GROUP (HOLDINGS) LIMITED
170175 K.I. SECRETARIAL SERVICES LIMITED
170227 EXTRA MEDIA LIMITED
170316 ELITE COMPUTER LINKS LIMITED
170378 LIAM CLAFFEY LIMITED
170398 PHOENIX COURIERS LIMITED
170563 ASIATIC TRADERS LIMITED
170627 ROYCE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
170663 LYNALLEY LIMITED
170863 SEAMOUNT HOUSE LIMITED
171049 FEET ATHLETE LIMITED
171175 PALMONT CONSULTANTS LIMITED
171353 MURPHY MARITIME LIMITED
171553 SUPERPAGE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
171678 SILVER FOX RESTAURANTS LIMITED
171998 BALEBROOK LIMITED
172049 SHELL POLYMERE LIMITED
172163 THE MAP SHOP LIMITED
172275 BODENSIDE LIMITED
172529 HEATHVIEW FARM LIMITED
172953 L. TRACEY JOINERY LIMITED
173553 RADO (HOLDINGS) LIMITED
173649 STRIKE A POSE LIMITED
173916 DANROY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
174047 CARE PRODUCTS (IRELAND) LIMITED
174075 GOLDVINE INVESTMENT CO. LIMITED
174216 THE TERRACE INN LIMITED
174853 BOOKS ON THE GREEN LIMITED
174947 EURART MANAGEMENT LIMITED
174953 SOLACE INTERNATIONAL EMERGENCY LIMITED
175147 SPECTRUM PRINT LIMITED
175178 HAWK SYSTEMS LIMITED
175375 NIGEL DAVIS & SONS LIMITED
175398 RAYROCK FINANCE COMPANY
175475 OGAM LIMITED
175763 FAIRDALE FASHIONS LIMITED
176049 SOLFORD FINANCE LIMITED
176078 SOVIET ENTERPRISES LIMITED
176253 RAIDTEC LIMITED
176316 PETS CHOICE LIMITED
176398 BEEMAC COMPANY SERVICES LIMITED
176475 FRUIT DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
176653 MOVIE HOUSE VIDEO CLUBS LIMITED
176678 E. MURPHY & CO. BUILDERS LIMITED
176763 ALL SEASONS FLOWERS LIMITED
176775 MESPIL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
176798 A. P. PRODUCTS LIMITED
176816 MARFORD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
176878 TEXCONSULT LIMITED
176929 KILGANNON ESTATES LIMITED
177149 HAYSON LIMITED
177578 EVEDEEN LIMITED
177598 ROYSTER LIMITED
177798 GORTHELI INVESTMENTS
177829 BLESSINGTON MANAGEMENT CO. LIMITED
177975 GREENDALE CATERING LIMITED
178175  CASTLE COURT MANAGEMENT COMPANY (LIMERICK) LIMITED
178216  JACKSON INDUSTRIES LIMITED
178227  FARM TRADING LIMITED
178247  PROMOTIONAL PREMIUM AND ADVERTISING GIFTS LIMITED
178449  GASCAL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
178529  FEERICK CENTRA SUPERMARKET LIMITED
178547  MINI BUILD LIMITED
178553  PLACE PROPERTY LIMITED
178663  HKC LIMITED
178675  TIPPERARY HAULAGE LIMITED
178816  DRUMDORA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
178898  THORNWOOD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
179029  WEST LINK COURIERS LIMITED
179098  SEERCROFT LIMITED
179129  SUTMAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
179153  TALENTS UNLIMITED LIMITED
179349  AL-GAZAL COMPANY LIMITED
179429  CPMS LIMITED
179598  PYRAMID PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
179747  BURTSCHER LIMITED
179816  HIGHLAND INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
180047  LINKSVIEW TRADING LIMITED
180116  ITI IMPEL TRADING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
180175  WESTEND TOBACCO LIMITED
180216  ATLANTIC REWINDS LIMITED
180475  ATLANTA LIMITED
180749  HILLBROW LIMITED
180816  KIRMON PROPERTIES LIMITED
180829  SHEPHERD LIMITED
180847  INDEPENDENT SURVEY SERVICES LIMITED
181116  SHANNON CRYSTAL WORKS OF IRELAND LIMITED
181753  FARRELLS (GLASSON) LIMITED
182053  PHOENIX MANUFACTURING RESOURCES LIMITED
182427  BRONWAY LIMITED
182447  GULF ARTS AND JEWELS LIMITED
182449  QUANTUM MARKETING LIMITED
182527  I.C. INTERCORP LIMITED
182575  FEY YERRA MANAGEMENT LIMITED
182598  BRIAN DONELLY DESIGN AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED
182616  BASETEXT LIMITED
182629  BOTHWELL OVERSEAS LIMITED
182678  RW PIERCE (IRELAND) LIMITED
182698  HYDES CHILDRENS FASHIONS LIMITED
182927  GOLDENROD LIMITED
182978  RIVERSDALE NURSING HOME LIMITED
183098  GLOBETRANS LIMITED
183229  DAMHILL LIMITED
183278  DEVOLL LIMITED
183298  TOP CLASS DESIGNS LIMITED
183549  INVESTMENT FUND ADMINISTRATORS LIMITED
183575  HOUGH AGRISERVICES LIMITED
183963  DOD MANUFACTURING LIMITED
184153  MOUNTAIN VIEW MOTORS LIMITED
184347  RUBELCREST LIMITED
184363  TALLIS AND CO. LIMITED
184453  TOURVIEW LIMITED
184916  BRENDAN J. WALSH MANAGEMENT LIMITED
185027  BERNARD COLLINS LIMITED
197129 STEEL AND METALS TRADING LIMITED
197147 SECURITY INDUSTRIES LIMITED
197216 EDGETON LIMITED
197278 PINOCCHIO TRADING LIMITED
197375 EURO COMPANY SERVICES LIMITED
197453 FALCON COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
197527 WINDVALE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
197578 ISPA INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
197916 TEIGMAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED
197927 HIGH INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED
198353 EURO-TRADING COMPANY
198449 ASHLING DRY CLEANERS LIMITED
198527 ASIATIQUE PARTICIPATIONS LIMITED
198649 LANDISH WELLS LIMITED
198663 K & M COMMERCIALS (IRL) LIMITED
198978 D.C. GROUP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
199175 INFORA INVESTMENT LIMITED
199363 CYGNUS TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
199978 OPINADE LIMITED
200049 LANDTECH SOILS LIMITED
200078 TRANMOY ENTERPRISES LIMITED
200098 MCKENZIE CONSULTANTS CO. LIMITED
200149 LUCEY FURNISHINGS LIMITED
200247 WINDOWS LIMITED
200275 RYDE & CO. TRADING LIMITED
200316 INTERACTIONS LIMITED
200375 DOCUMENT IMAGING SYSTEMS LIMITED
200529 LETCOURT LIMITED
200727 TILBROOKE CORPORATION LIMITED
200749 FADEX INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
201153 ISOLCHEM LIMITED
201227 CLAXTON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
201247 GOLDEN TIME LIMITED
201329 WEST ROSCOMMON ENTERPRISE NETWORK LIMITED
201475 CARBDALE HOLDINGS LIMITED
201516 VOGUESWEAR LIMITED
201563 M.P.I.-MASTER PAISLEY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
201575 IMAGE SUPPLY SYSTEMS LIMITED
201749 KERRY CANDLES LIMITED
201763 STAUNTONS PHARMACY LIMITED
201953 ROBCUR FREIGHT LIMITED
201963 SABORE TRADING LIMITED
202247 LABROYE LIMITED
202329 ELDORA LIMITED
202549 S.N.E. LIMITED
202629 GABIS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
202647 CUSTOM HOUSE GLOBAL ASSURANCE LIMITED
202798 EASTOFT GROUP LIMITED
202827 DELTA FINANCIAL SYSTEMS LIMITED
202829 COSMAUS EXPORT LIMITED
203198 O'BRIEN AGRI CONTRACTORS LIMITED
203278 SROUTHEA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
203316 TRIX SHIPPING LIMITED
203549 SPAMTEX SERVICES LIMITED
203627 MAREE OYSTERS LIMITED
203698 GTI MECHANICAL CONTRACTING LIMITED
203853 DODDERGROVE COMPANY LIMITED
203878 GRAMVILLE LIMITED
204198 SILVER CROSS (IRELAND) LIMITED
204216 BLACK CAT COAL COMPANY LIMITED
204253 ALERON GROUP INTERNATIONAL
204329 NAIRNFORD LIMITED
204427 MOYVANE GRAPHICS LIMITED
204447 STEWLIN LIMITED
204449 POLINE LIMITED
204463 PSAMTIC LANGUAGE CENTRE LIMITED
204575 LAMMAGEIER TRADING LIMITED
204827 TRADEINC. LIMITED
204829 W.C. MEYER & SON LIMITED
205053 RIVERSIDE VENTURES LIMITED
205253 CREGAL ART (LIMERICK) LIMITED
205327 RALEIGH INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
205463 IRISH SKINCARE PRODUCTS LIMITED
205549 FOLUS EURO TEORANTA
205598 COMIZ LIMITED
205616 GOLDSCENE INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
205775 GARNAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED
205816 BARATIN LIMITED
205975 STRONGTEC SYSTEMS LIMITED
206049 CALGARY TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
206263 VIASA TRADING LIMITED
206298 OCTEAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
206375 SETANTA QUALITY SYSTEMS LIMITED
206398 SOMMERVILLE PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
206416 ATLANTIC CATERING LIMITED
206478 COLEMAN BUSINESS SYSTEMS LIMITED
206498 BAYLINK DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
206527 STARPOINT INVESTMENT COMPANY
206547 LINDEN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
206578 EUROPA GROUPWARE LIMITED
206649 ATHLONE GLASS & WINDOWS LIMITED
206798 STARGE TRADING LIMITED
206816 TRANSLEASE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
207029 REDBREAST PROPERTIES LIMITED
207047 DOYLE PENSION & INSURANCE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
207063 H & M GRAINGER TARA STREET LIMITED
207627 COUNTY SLIGO AGRICULTURAL MUSEUM AND RURAL HERITAGE PARK LIMITED
207816 LONGWALK MUSIC LIMITED
207827 INFOPOINT SYSTEMS (IRELAND) LIMITED
207847 PROFESSIONAL RECOVERIES LIMITED
207927 ANAKA LIMITED
208016 MILLTOWN STORES LIMITED
208053 BELGRAVIA TRUST CORPORATION LIMITED
208153 QUINN MURRAY DESIGN & COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
208163 SERNAMEAD LIMITED
208463 COOPER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
208547 COOKSORN HOLDINGS LIMITED
208616 MID-ATLANTIC HOLDINGS LIMITED
208647 MULGREW ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS LIMITED
208729 IRISH CORROSION CONSULTANTS LIMITED
208747 GET SET LIMITED
208827 EDGELEY HOLDINGS LIMITED
208929 THE VILLAGE PATIO CENTRE LIMITED
208949 WILWAY LIMITED
209053 LINTONVALE LIMITED
209116 WIRELESS DATACOM NETWORKS LIMITED
209129 SEYMOUR TRADING LIMITED
209163 NAUTILUS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
209275 GOURMET FOOD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
209329 HUMMINGBIRD PUBLISHING LIMITED
209453 KENSWORTH LIMITED
209475 SOLUS PROPERTIES IRELAND LIMITED
209563 CAPE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
209729 BERN HOLDINGS LIMITED
209863 WORLD CONCINNITY LIMITED
210049 DISPENSERS LIMITED
210075 FLOWERS BY SUSAN LIMITED
210178 BLACKROCK ENTERPRISES LIMITED
210198 GLENMAN CORPORATION LIMITED
210216 CAISLEAN UI CUAIN TEORANTA
210253 LYNCH EXCAVATIONS LIMITED
210327 IRISH FEEDER SHIPS LIMITED
210416 DUBCAP LIMITED
210429 MICHAEL HICKEY BONING LIMITED
210529 K. & D. CONVERSIONS LIMITED
210547 POWERS PHARMACY (MOORE STREET) LIMITED
210578 DAMS LIMITED
210678 BOYNEVIEW LIMITED
210798 JOTUN (IRELAND) LIMITED
210816 REFERENCE LIMITED
210898 GREEN ENVIRONMENT LIMITED
210947 MARSHELL TRADING LIMITED
211127 DOWNHILL TRADING LIMITED
211216 CENTRE FOR CARE MANAGEMENT STUDIES LIMITED
211253 BELMAC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
211278 BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED
211329 BINDWOOD LIMITED
211349 M. & K. PROPERTIES LIMITED
211363 HADAR LIMITED
211398 GROUNDCONTROL LIMITED
211463 WOCKHARDT EUROPE LIMITED
211498 GALLAGHERS WORLDWIDE COMMERCIAL INVESTIGATIONS LIMITED
211749 NEWPOINT TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
211829 CORR CONSULTANTS LIMITED
211878 HYUNDAI CARS IRELAND LIMITED
211975 EUROPEAN HORSES INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LIMITED
211978 MARTGROVE DISTRIBUTION COMPANY
212129 CROCUS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
212529 BENEDICT TRANSPORT COMPANY LIMITED
212698 MARTIN LOUGHLIN CONTRACTING LIMITED
212753 KOVEX PLASTICS LIMITED
212949 SEMEN INCORPORATION LIMITED
213029 HEIMAN LIMITED
213149 JACK DOYLE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
213229 AIR-O-MATIC (CORK) LIMITED
213447 PARNELL CATERING LIMITED
213478 STURGEON RESEARCH LIMITED
213578 ALL/MAC LIMITED
213716 MANDRAKI ASSOCIATES LIMITED
213747 KIMMA HOLDING LIMITED
213829 ORBICAN ENGINEERING LIMITED
213953 OLIN ELECTRONICS LIMITED
213963 INDUSTRIAL ESTATE E.F. LIMITED
213998  FENIX ENTERPRISES LIMITED
214016  SAMSON TRANSPORT IRELAND LIMITED
214047  GADD INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED
214049  BRAVER TRADE (IRELAND) LIMITED
214178  TEACH TABHAIRNE MULLAGHDUBH TEORANTA
214263  DIGITOME LIMITED
214278  TIR NA NOG PROJECTS (IRELAND) LIMITED
214416  LIMERICK CHAUFFEUR SERVICES LIMITED
214463  NEWAY REINSURANCES LIMITED
214775  CRAGEL LIMITED
214978  TRANSTECK TRANSPORTATION SERVICES LIMITED
215147  BACKSET LIMITED
215149  MANSHERE LIMITED
215263  PRIME LINE FURNITURE (IRL) LIMITED
215347  UNICOVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
215363  DAYCREST LIMITED
215378  WILROY HOLDINGS LIMITED
215527  ROWLAND LIMITED
215663  THE VILLAGE MARKET LIMITED
215853  SIBEAL TEORANTA
215978  ARDEEN HOMES LIMITED
215998  YORK FINANCIAL CORPORATION LIMITED
216127  HILLWALK LIMITED
216229  WEBNET TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
216249  BMS ASIA PACIFIC TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
216275  ERCO
216353  ROSSMARA TRUST LIMITED
216627  GREENHILLS ENGINEERING LIMITED
216653  RAPID LABEL LIMITED
216663  CUMULUS TWO LIMITED
216678  ROEBOCK HALL MANAGEMENT COMPANY LIMITED
216747  BARLETTA RECORDS LIMITED
216827  FIRST EUROPE ADVERTISING LIMITED
216853  P.M. HICKEY & CO. LIMITED
216878  E & A LIMITED
216963  COUNTRYSIDE INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
217027  FENCO MECHANICAL HANDLING LIMITED
217129  A & C HOMES LIMITED
217175  ELASTIC LIMITED
217249  MONTANA CATERING LIMITED
217353  TRAEDLINE (EUROPE) LIMITED
217363  QUALITY TECHNICAL SERVICES LIMITED
217416  CRESTWAVE LIMITED
217427  REGENCY SOFTWARE LIMITED
217429  GREYSHIELD COMMODITIES LIMITED
217527  BERKLEY HOMES (DUBLIN) LIMITED
217578  MONKSILVER LIMITED
217678  ALMOND HOLDINGS LIMITED
217816  FAMARD TRADING LIMITED
217878  LEO-WHITE TAURO TOWER CORPORATION LIMITED
217916  EVERLAST STRUCTURES LIMITED
217963  ISRALOM GLOBAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
218116  TESCOM IMPEX LIMITED
218278  CONNORS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
218475  AROMAPHARM IRELAND LIMITED
218553  TRANSTATE LIMITED
218563  PROCESS MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
218575  PHOTOCALL PICTURE AGENCY LIMITED
223649 SALMO LIMITED
223678 TAROLA LIMITED
223716 BALLYKETT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
223749 EXORA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
223775 MAGNAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
223798 DAGOWEN LIMITED
223853 SITINVEST LIMITED
223875 CORK DRAIN & SEPTIC TANK CLEANING COMPANY LIMITED
223927 CT PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
223953 KIRMAR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
224049 MOYLISH HOLIDAY HOSTEL LIMITED
224053 JAPPERSOHN LIMITED
224098 IRELAND SOUTH WEST ANGLING LIMITED
224149 GLOBAL M.A. BROKERAGE LIMITED
224153 IRISH PROCESS CONTROLS LIMITED
224229 FARLOWE LIMITED
224275 OASMIA HOLDINGS LIMITED
224427 KILGREANEY PLASTIC PRODUCTS LIMITED
224529 THE KIDDIES CENTRE LIMITED
224727 OIL RECOVERY SERVICES LIMITED
224729 TRADED ENDOWMENT POLICIES LIMITED
224763 EATON VANCE ADVISERS (IRELAND) LIMITED
224829 BRAY LANGUAGE CENTRE LIMITED
224863 HELOCOM TRADING LIMITED
224978 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT EVENT COMMUNICATION (IDEC) LIMITED
224998 PADORAD LIMITED
225063 EMPEROR INDUSTRIES LIMITED
225127 WOODSTAR HOLDINGS LIMITED
225647 NAVITAL (IRELAND) LIMITED
225663 ANDREW'S CONSULTING
225875 GERALDTON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
225878 GOLF MASTER IRELAND LIMITED
225963 STARGAZER PRODUCTIONS
225978 ECONA LIMITED
226075 WESTGROUP CONSULTANTS LIMITED
226127 FLYNN AND ROTHWELL LIMITED
226163 AKKAD OVERSEAS LIMITED
226247 GRAFTON SALES CORPORATION LIMITED
226378 TADWORTH COMPANY LIMITED
226527 CHALDON LIMITED
226563 LIFEQUEST LIMITED
226629 TARVIN HOLDINGS LIMITED
226663 BOYNE INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS
226716 SIGNMASTERS LIMITED
226727 JORDAN PRINTING LIMITED
226749 ASPEN GROVE LIMITED
226816 TAMERGALE LIMITED
226827 EARTH FOUNDATION LIMITED
226829 EMBOURS LIMITED
226847 TRADELINK MANAGEMENT LIMITED
226849 GREEN LINNET (IRELAND) LIMITED
226853 PILARMIMPAX LIMITED
226875 ALLWOOD DOOR DESIGNS LIMITED
226878 RAIDTEC (RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT) LIMITED
226953 PHOENIX ENFANT LIMITED
226963 WOODSTOCK HOUSE MAINTENANCE LIMITED
226975 PREMIUM APPAREL LIMITED
226978 WORLD FREIGHT BROKERAGE LIMITED
228375 DRESDEN HILL LIMITED
228416 PEDEN SECURITY LIMITED
228429 THE IRISH CLOTHING COMPANY LIMITED
228447 EVANS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
228449 EGAN HOLDINGS LIMITED
228453 CLOVER MARKETING COMPANY
228475 CELTIC MOLASSES LIMITED
228478 NESTOR ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS LIMITED
228516 BAMFORD HOLDINGS LIMITED
228549 COASTAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
228563 LANDMARK FINANCE LIMITED
228627 CASKEY HOLDINGS LIMITED
228647 ROSSWELL SERVICES LIMITED
228649 UNIVERSAL LIGHTING LIMITED
228663 SPARROW CORPORATION
228675 LEA MANAGEMENT LIMITED
228678 GROVE INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
228727 INVESTMENT HOUSE LIMITED
228763 GORRICK FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
228778 EASTBY LIMITED
228875 MAVIG LIMITED
228878 BRADBERRY LIMITED
228916 SALROSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
228949 UMEX CO. LIMITED
228953 PARONNE LIMITED
228975 RIDAKA TRADING LIMITED
228978 BRANSON BRICK COMPANY LIMITED
229016 MESTRON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
229027 FARMLEIGH PROPERTIES LIMITED
229047 SPOIRT FAOIN SPEIR TEORANTA
229049 MERLIN GREETINGS LIMITED
229053 CLARIDEN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
229098 LEXADOWN LIMITED
229116 SCOTVIEW LIMITED
229127 PHARGROVE LIMITED
229147 KELPIE LIMITED
229153 AARAN BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
229163 BEVERLY HILLS INTERNATIONAL (IRELAND) LIMITED
229178 BRENTPORT LIMITED
229227 ALL ROUND TRANSPORT LIMITED
229249 WOOD MANUFACTURING & DISTRIBUTOR LIMITED
229253 WESTPHALIA TRADING LIMITED
229275 ACEGLEN LIMITED
229278 LINK TELEPHONICS LIMITED
229327 DISTRIBUTION NETWORK COMPANY LIMITED
229349 HANARI TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
229353 FIRST PARK LIMITED
229398 CENTRAL EUROPEAN SPORTS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
229416 FOWLER TRADING LIMITED
229427 BRETTON LIMITED
229429 MOYLANE CONTRACTORS LIMITED
229463 TARA JEWELLERS LIMITED
229475 MELDRUM ENTERPRISES LIMITED
229478 WORLD OF LEATHER LIMITED
229498 MACKWORTH CORPORATION LIMITED
229516 ASTROM ENERGY FINANCE LIMITED
229547 TRANSPORTATION CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
229553 HANGMAN FRAMES LIMITED
229563  ELDON DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
229578  GRANTHAM SERVICES LIMITED
229598  CELTIC WINGS EXPRESS LIMITED
229627  CORELLIAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
229649  IRL PRINT LIMITED
229675  ABTHORN LIMITED
229678  ABURTINE LIMITED
229698  FINANCE OPTIONS CENTRE LIMITED
229727  GOULBURN TRADING LIMITED
229729  CHARLVIC TRADING LIMITED
229747  MCG BUILDERS LIMITED
229753  PETROGAS RETAIL LIMITED
229775  COMBINED SPORTS LIMITED
229778  K.& M. AGRI-CONTRACTORS LIMITED
229798  KILTARAN LIMITED
229816  WOOLVERSTONE LIMITED
229827  BU-ALI KARAHI & BALTI RESTAURANT LIMITED
229829  DOMINO TRUST LIMITED
229847  LAUREL CORPORATION LIMITED
229875  PETROMAX TRADING LIMITED
229878  GRAND AVIATION LIMITED
229898  JAVA FINANCE LIMITED
229916  BALLYWALTER LIMITED
229929  MOTHER HUBBERTS RESTAURANT LIMITED
229953  HENDHAM CONSULTANTS LIMITED
229998  PASAMINT OVERSEAS LIMITED
230016  MAJOR TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
230027  GOLFWOMAT LEISURE LIMITED
230047  SOUNDGLADE TRADING LIMITED
230049  MANDIR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
230063  ALUNA LIMITED
230075  NOVA DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
230098  DONAL RYAN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
230116  CASTLEVARD LIMITED
230127  LEEWALL LIMITED
230147  I.P.P.F. LIMITED
230163  KIRBY SURVEY LIMITED
230178  HANCO IMPORTS LIMITED
230198  INDEPENDENT PNEUMATICS LIMITED
230247  BOKARO TRADING LIMITED
230275  FELDON LIMITED
230278  CROWTHORNE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
230327  JETLAND RACEWAY LIMITED
230347  EUROPEAN HOLDING FOR INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS LIMITED
230349  GREENDEX LIMITED
230353  FEYLINE LIMITED
230375  DANCELINE LIMITED
230378  ALL IRELAND COACHES LIMITED
230398  TRONA TRANSPORT LIMITED
230498  SUPERNET SYSTEMS LIMITED
230516  NOTIONS LIMITED
230529  LEISURE & CITY BREAKS LIMITED
230549  MODRIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS LIMITED
230563  THE TEMPLE FOUNDATION LIMITED
230575  MDC MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED
230598  S.E.T. STEEL & ENGINEERING SUPPLIES LIMITED
230616  FIVE ASIDE FILMS LIMITED
230663  VANVIEW LIMITED
230675  SMART STYLES LIMITED
230716  KERRYMOUNT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
230729  LISMORE PROPERTIES LIMITED
230763  DORLIN LIMITED
230775  LONRHO LIMITED
230778  BALTIC HOUSE COMPANY
230798  ISLAND STEEL FIXERS LIMITED
230816  HFT (DUBLIN) LIMITED
230829  ARCOS IMAGES LIMITED
230847  P.J.O'BRIEN & SONS LIMITED
230863  WYETH GALLERY LIMITED
230898  NIKI POTTERTON ELECTRICAL LIMITED
230927  OPTITEC MAINZ LIMITED
230929  WINWARE DISTRIBUTION (IRELAND) LIMITED
230947  SUPERCLEAN BINWASHING SERVICES LIMITED
230975  WHATTON FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
231016  BARRETT RESEARCH LIMITED
231029  OFBAR LIMITED
231078  GANDALF EXPLORERS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
231098  NAAS CELLULAR CENTRE LIMITED
231116  ACCESS HOLDINGS LIMITED
231147  BRIDGEGATE TRADING LIMITED
231216  DUNBOYNE FISHERIES LIMITED
231227  EUROPCOM LIMITED
231229  DODGEWOOD LIMITED
231247  CANGROVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
231249  POLAND CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
231278  TRANS ATLANTIC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
231298  F. & M. WHELAN MANUFACTURING LIMITED
231349  N.J. LIMITED
231353  CARLTON FOUNDATION LIMITED
231378  JUDGE HEATING & PLUMBING (DROGHEDA) LIMITED
231398  KILDARA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
231427  NEW PHASE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
231447  WOODFORD TAVERNS LIMITED
231463  NAFTA MARKETING LIMITED
231475  CRANFORD HOLDINGS LIMITED
231498  BRIARWOOD DEVELOPMENTS CORP. LIMITED
231529  OLYN LIMITED
231547  BONDAUTO LIMITED
231553  CARA HOLDINGS LIMITED
231598  LUNAR LINE LIMITED
231627  FORMEX DEVELOPMENT
231647  CILL DARA MARKETING LIMITED
231653  ASCOT FOUNDATION LIMITED
231663  DARNVALE LIMITED
231675  CONCEPT CORPORATION LIMITED
231678  FIRST EURO ENTERPRISES LIMITED
231698  PIEDMONT INVESTMENT LIMITED
231727  BLOOMSFIELD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
231753  CROWNDALE LIMITED
231763  TRANSPORT CO-ORDINATION EUROPE LIMITED
231775  API NATURAL (IRELAND) LIMITED
231778  MASTER FUELS LIMITED
231816  WORLDCREST LIMITED
231829  CNUASACH TEO RANTA
231847  ENDON ENTERPRISES LIMITED
231849  PETROCOM LIMITED
231853 LEXON COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
231875 TANZEN INDUSTRIAL AND FOUNDATION GROUND LIMITED
231898 MC DAID PLANT LIMITED
231927 BOYNE VALLEY SAND COMPANY LIMITED
231947 JENSEN FINANCE LIMITED
231963 ACORN PICTURE MOULDINGS LIMITED
232016 HAMBURGER HEAVEN LIMITED
232027 MAYBELL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
232047 THUIJA HOLDINGS LIMITED
232049 ACER HOTELS LIMITED
232075 PONTENIAL LIMITED
232078 TOLEDO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
232098 C.T.A. IRELAND LIMITED
232149 LEESIDE CONTRACTORS LIMITED
232175 PERFECT LEISURE LIMITED
232178 H.R. HOLFELD (MOTORSPORT) LIMITED
232198 COSTILLA LIMITED
232229 TSBA INSTALLATION SERVICES LIMITED
232247 O N S HOLDINGS LIMITED
232249 RUANE BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED
232253 KILMACUD SERVICE STATION LIMITED
232263 MULROY BAY MUSSELS LIMITED
232275 ALPHALINK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
232278 VEGA MEDIA LIMITED
23229  LANCE PROPERTIES LIMITED
232349 HP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
232353 DAME ENTERPRISES LIMITED
232375 MAJOR TOMS BAR AT THE END OF THE UNIVERSE LIMITED
232378 LEARNING STRATEGIES LIMITED
232427 TIMSUK LIMITED
232429 HARROWDELL LIMITED
232447 TBILISI LIMITED
232475 WHARTON PLANT HIRE LIMITED
232478 TIMEFORD LIMITED
232498 NIGHT ON THE TOWN LIMITED
232527 DOHERTY PENSION & INVESTMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED
232549 KENVARD LIMITED
232578 BETA INTERNATIONAL TRADE SERVICES LIMITED
232627 BEACHMASTER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
232653 SHOARMA LIMITED
232663 OLIVE WOOD LIMITED
232727 WILLIAM BEAMISH PLANT LIMITED
232747 C.M.C. ENG. & DIST. LIMITED
232753 CELBRIDGE MOTOR FACTORS LIMITED
232763 BORAN LIMITED
232775 CAPE SECRETARIAL SERVICES LIMITED
232778 TREASURY ESTATES LIMITED
232798 SOUTHERN AFRICAN PROJECT CONSULTANTS LIMITED
232847 WATERFORD BUS LIMITED
232853 MAPLEROSE LIMITED
232878 BRENDA COSGROVE LIMITED
232898 POTAMOS CONSULTANTS LIMITED
232947 LEADENHALL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
232949 PUCA DESIGNS LIMITED
232963 MOULSFORD LIMITED
232978 BARRACK TRADING LIMITED
233027 INTERNATIONAL OFFSHORE SERVICES GROUP
233029 GCC CHINA LIMITED
233063  INTERNATIONAL DIABETIC FOODS LIMITED
233078  THE ANGLO-IRISH THEATRE COMPANY LIMITED
233098  EUROPEAN FIDUCIARY SERVICES LIMITED
233116  STILTON INTER-TRADE LIMITED
233127  SOLARA TRADING COMPANY
233129  ELWOOD INVESTMENTS
233147  MCBAINS COOPER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
233153  HYDRAULIC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
233163  NORWOOD SUBSOILING COMPANY LIMITED
233178  LABELTEX INVESTMENT HOLDING LIMITED
233198  ROYGAN LIMITED
233227  EVENT LEADERS LIMITED
233247  KLARA LIMITED
233249  EURO-GOLF EQUIPMENT LIMITED
233253  NEVERLIN LIMITED
233263  DOEFIELD LIMITED
233275  HONISA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
233278  LORNALL LIMITED
233316  NGC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
233349  HOSPITAL DOCTOR OF IRELAND LIMITED
233353  POCOTTS BAKERIES LIMITED
233363  KATRIN TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
233375  EUROCEL LIMITED
233398  MIRZAN LIMITED
233416  KINGSVIEW TRUST LIMITED
233427  CAMBRIDGE IMPORT/EXPORT
233429  CRANFORD INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
233449  PHARMBY LIMITED
233475  FRUJU LIMITED
233478  AVALON CONSULT. (IRELAND) LIMITED
233516  SOUTH PARK SERVICES LIMITED
233547  HOME COMPANY GROUP LIMITED
233549  NM CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
233553  GOLDEN METAL CORPORATION
233563  LYNN PROPERTIES LIMITED
233575  FMB CONSULTANTS LIMITED
233598  HIGHFIELD QUALITY FOODS LIMITED
233616  STEPHEN MCCAFFREY SALES LIMITED
233627  AG TRANS LIMITED
233629  QUEENSWAY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
233647  HYGIENIC CLADDING SYSTEMS LIMITED
233653  TELLHILL LIMITED
233663  NETWORK INVESTMENTS LIMITED
233698  SOMALI OCEAN RESOURCES LIMITED
233716  ROSA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
233775  HAZELFORT LIMITED
233853  BRITANNIA GENERAL (IRELAND) LIMITED
233875  LUCINDA GREY LIMITED
233916  GEMEOR SA LIMITED
233949  DEMON FILMS LIMITED
233975  HENDON CONSOLIDATED LIMITED
233998  MALLON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
234016  TRENT PARTNERS (IRELAND) LIMITED
234029  STANLEY IMPORT & EXPORT LIMITED
234049  MILLHART TRADING LIMITED
234053  G. APRILE LIMITED
234063  GLANLEAM ESTATES LIMITED
234153  S.F.T. SITA FINTRADING LIMITED
234178  DUN ARANN TEORANTA
234229  MELLENT LIMITED
234247  SCRAMBLE LINK GAMES INCORPORATED LIMITED
234263  IT'S MAGIC (LETTERKENNY) LIMITED
234275  PREMIER INTERNATIONAL HAULAGE LIMITED
234278  FRANK RYAN TRANSPORT LIMITED
234298  DISTANT EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION LIMITED
234316  URLAR ENGINEERING LIMITED
234327  EMERALD WOOD LIMITED
234329  SPECTRUM ENTERPRISES LIMITED
234347  IRISH LOCK & VISION SYSTEMS LIMITED
234353  ATHBOROUGH PUBLISHERS LIMITED
234363  BABYLON LIMITED
234375  THORNHILL MANOR LIMITED
234378  LAVANA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
234447  MACROVISION LIMITED
234453  LONGWOOD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
234463  TIDENTHAM ENTERPRISES
234475  HOPSTEN LIMITED
234478  GLIBRO OLCEM LIMITED
234527  ORTOLAN PROPERTIES LIMITED
234529  PENFOLDS RESTAURANT LIMITED
234547  LINBRIAR LIMITED
234549  MATVIEW LIMITED
234563  CRANN MANUFACTURING LIMITED
234575  INTERNATIONAL INTERMEDIA MARKETING LIMITED
234598  CAPULUM TRADING LIMITED
234616  KREFELD LIMITED
234653  MILLERD ESTATES LIMITED
234678  RAINBOW RESOURCES LIMITED
234698  PROFESSIONAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED
234716  ATLANTIC SECURITY GALWAY LIMITED
234749  MILLER BRENNA PROPERTY LIMITED
234753  BALDWIND LIMITED
234778  YELLOW ROAD MUSIC LIMITED
234829  DAWKIN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
234875  ESKER COMPANY LIMITED
234878  CORRENDENE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
234927  ARLINGTON TRADING LIMITED
234929  VALICIMO LIMITED
234998  UNIVERSAL ORGANISATION LIMITED
235016  BRADFORD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
235029  MEDAN LIMITED
235049  URSULT LIMITED
235053  PRIMI FOODS (LIMERICK) LIMITED
235063  JAKARTA HOLDINGS INC.
235078  BEVERLY AIR FREIGHT LIMITED
235178  CAMDEN CORPORATION
235198  PRIME TIME COURIERS LIMITED
235216  MIDSUMMER LIMITED
235229  LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED
235247  EAST BALANS COMPANY LIMITED
235249  MOLDON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
235253  BAKERTON OVERSEAS LIMITED
235298  FALCONDELL LIMITED
235316  CLARE OVERSEAS LIMITED
235329  ARTAGENT LIMITED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BALLYHEIGUE MARITIME CENTRE CO. LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINNA CATERING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A COMPUTERS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWORDS WASTE DISPOSAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RURINA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPPA TRADING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTERMONT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. AMPTON LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICALT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUKATEN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLINGHAM TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBUS ASSURANCE BROKER LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSINESS INNOVATIONS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIMARK IRELAND LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARINDA LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM INTERNATIONAL SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONEHAVEN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALAVA LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERVICO EUROPE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUFFY INVENTIONS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDAS PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGISTS DUBLIN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENLYON PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAIN SHIPPING AGENCIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC FINANCE INTERNATIONAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEEGON LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEEGON LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANTRY COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNTYLINE DESIGN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAXFORD LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETTO GROUP LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPITAL DUBLIN VISION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALESWOOD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAKESTOWN MINI MARKET LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEADOW HILL MANAGEMENT CO. LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANNERLAND PRODUCTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARN UAMHA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RATHVILLY SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLARSTAR ENTERPRISES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUBLIN AND SUBURBAN TAXIS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMNIS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISLAND CONSTRUCTION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKING TIME ANALYSTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENBRIAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.F.N. O'BRIEN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAFE PALERMO LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.T.A. INTERNATIONAL (DUBLIN) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLENNIUM TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROST TRADING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANTHER PRODUCTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.A. CONSULTANTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST INTERNATIONAL VOODOO CHURCH (FIVC) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTINEA LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANNY'S IRISH CREAM COMPANY (IRELAND) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRY MALLOY IRISH CREAM COMPANY (IRELAND) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVANCED MORTGAGE SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROWNGEM LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPG FINANCE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WESTPOINT FLYING GROUP LIMITED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
236453  POLLEXFEN DESIGN LIMITED
236475  PINPOINT COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
236498  MOUTRAY TRADING CORP.
236547  STNZ INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
236553  METALIC CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
236563  ARCOMOUNT LIMITED
236578  THE EUROPEAN POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE LIMITED
236629  WESTEND INVESTMENTS LIMITED
236649  PINFOLD TRADING LIMITED
236653  IRISH AIR CARGO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
236729  AFRICAN INVESTMENT FUND LIMITED
236747  BATRON HOLDINGS LIMITED
236753  ECM ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTIONS AND MARKETING LIMITED
236763  CONSOLIDATED DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
236778  SANMARK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
236798  THE HI-FI HOSPITAL LIMITED
236827  HODSON TWELVE LIMITED
236847  GLAZING CONCEPTS LIMITED
236849  NUREMORE CONFERENCES LIMITED
236898  MERIDIAN INSURANCES LIMITED
236916  FARNEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
236929  PRONET LIMITED
236949  GOLDLINE TRADING GROUP LIMITED
236963  PALIN PROPERTIES LIMITED
236998  DESIGNER TEAM INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
237049  GRIFFIN PROMOTIONS LIMITED
237063  ALLCONI INVESTMENT TRUST LIMITED
237098  CULLENBROOK LIMITED
237149  DURELLA MARKETING
237153  STRIDENT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
237163  COAL SERVICES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
237175  MIDWEST CAR CARE LIMITED
237198  STC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
237229  DHUNORI LIMITED
237249  FREESTYLE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
237253  CREST TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
237275  I.P. TRADING
237278  JUENA TRADE CO.
237316  EXECUTIVE CORPORATION LIMITED
237347  CAMDEN INVESTMENTS
237349  BALFORD CORPORATION
237353  HAMSTEAD ORGANISATION
237416  ZYNTOPO TEORANTA
237429  THE BLACK R PRODUCTION COMPANY LIMITED
237447  FLIX RESTAURANTS LIMITED
237449  CABA CONSULTANCY LIMITED
237453  LOCATION SURVEYS LIMITED
237463  STRAND HIRE LIMITED
237475  OFFALY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
237498  ETTINGER LIMITED
237516  JAVELINE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
237549  INTERSTROIMEH
237553  CASTILLE TRADING LIMITED
237575  TAB TRADING LIMITED
237578  NATIONAL COMPUTER TRAINING COLLEGE LIMITED
237598  RONERAGH LIMITED
237627  GLOBAL CELLULAR SYSTEMS LIMITED
237653  LINWOOD EQUIPMENT SALES & SERVICES LIMITED
237675  88 FOCH LIMITED
237678  BAYMOUNT LIMITED
237716  WOODSIDE CABS LIMITED
237749  MODERN TRADING ENTERPRISES LIMITED
237753  WILSONFORD LIMITED
237763  DAIRYFORCE MANUFACTURING LIMITED
237775  PARKLEA LIMITED
237778  COOMA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
237827  MOSVU PROPERTIES LIMITED
237829  SHAMROCK DESIGN LIMITED
237847  BCL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
237849  SOFA KING LIMITED
237875  SAYAMA (EUROPE) LIMITED
237898  MARK MARTLEY INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT LIMITED
237927  KILRUSH BOATYARD LIMITED
237929  ULTIMATE CONTROL SYSTEMS LIMITED
237953  PIXELCOM LIMITED
237963  LEE VALLEY RACE COMPANY LIMITED
237978  POLYMEDIA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
238016  MIM GROUP SALES LIMITED
238027  WILTON ENTERPRISES (CORK) LIMITED
238053  CERES ENTERPRISES (CORK) LIMITED
238063  HILLERN LIMITED
238075  FRANKLIN CONSULTANTS LIMITED
238098  LARGO COMMERCIAL LIMITED
238116  GALLETTINA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
238127  FINFIRST COMPANY SERVICES LIMITED
238147  BELLBRAD LIMITED
238149  LUSKVALE LIMITED
238178  TALEFORD INSURANCES LIMITED
238198  LIDA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
238216  MERCURY COURIER SERVICES LIMITED
238227  SHEPARD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
238263  MARTIN & REA AGRI-ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS LIMITED
238275  ALLSORTS LIMITED
238278  MEDIA CONTRA-TRADE SERVICES LIMITED
238298  REAL TRY LIMITED
238316  GARRONVALE LIMITED
238349  R.S. INDUSTRIES LIMITED
238353  BRIDGE INTERNATIONAL TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
238375  EARLY BIRD BUREAU LIMITED
238427  FIRMOUNT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
238447  JOYS TREATS LIMITED
238449  PINELEAF LIMITED
238463  EURO CABLE SERVICES LIMITED
238547  SKY BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED
238563  CREDENZA INSURANCES
238616  MARCON DRY CLEANERS LIMITED
238629  CITY NATIONAL (MALLOW) LIMITED
238647  EPSON INVESTMENT CORPORATION
238649  CABSBERY LIMITED
238653  SANYO TRADING CO.
238675  SHERAK HOLDINGS LIMITED
238678  PETOMI CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
238698  GOLFING GREATS LIMITED
238727  SINFONIA FANTASTIQUE LIMITED
238747  CAPITAL F & B INVESTMENTS LIMITED
238775  HANSEATIC SPAR UND DARLEHENSKASSE TEORANTA
238778 J. VAN VLIET DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
238816 AZURE GENERAL PRINTERS LIMITED
238853 FIRST DIVISION RUGBY IRELAND LIMITED
238863 KILMAURS COMPANY
238875 JACMAND LIMITED
238927 STARWORLD AVIATION LIMITED
238947 ALLIED POWER AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
238953 ROSH TELECOM LIMITED
238978 ANGLO COMMUNICATIONS
239016 WORLD INFORMATION SERVICES LIMITED
239047 MANOR GAS LIMITED
239053 THE TIPPERARY MEDIA COMPANY LIMITED
239063 MULQUEEN ENGINEERING LIMITED
239075 INTERNATIONAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT I.D.D. LIMITED
239127 FARNBEG ENTERPRISES LIMITED
239129 DARCASSIAN LIMITED
239147 KIRBY BURKE LIMITED
239149 CORAN INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT LIMITED
239153 COUNTERPOISE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
239163 RUXTWIST LIMITED
239175 PEGGY O'NEILLS BAR LIMITED
239178 PERCENT (IRELAND) LIMITED
239198 MARCO PROPERTIES LIMITED
239216 PENDARA LIMITED
239253 SANTANDER TRIPLE SEGURO LIMITED
239263 LESA MICROLINK (IRL.) LIMITED
239275 STEPHEN T. GILLMAN & ASSOCIATES LIMITED
239278 THE FOOD ENTERPRISE PARK LIMITED
239298 ENCORE KITCHENWARE LIMITED
239327 ACCESS INFORMATION LIMITED
239349 LACAME LIMITED
239398 DRIMNAGH POWDER COATING LIMITED
239416 METALCRAFT WEATHERING LIMITED
239453 VIKING TROT LIMITED
239475 E. & K. CATERING COMPANY LIMITED
239478 O.K. CATTLE COMPANY LIMITED
239527 GREENSEA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
239549 MONELIA LIMITED
239563 AUTOMOTIVE MARKETING SERVICES (IRELAND) LIMITED
239575 IN SHOPS (IRELAND) LIMITED
239598 CHARMSSTON LIMITED
239616 GABDEX LIMITED
239629 PULTRIM LIMITED
239647 SCALA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
239649 DEKRET TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
239653 ASHBORNE & BARRETT TRADING LIMITED
239678 GRENFORD LIMITED
239716 CLADDAGH OIL COMPANY LIMITED
239816 HAMILTON REED INVESTMENTS LIMITED
239875 ABSOGLEN LIMITED
239878 ZANDERWOOD LIMITED
239916 WAINSBARN LIMITED
239927 WERNBY HOLDINGS LIMITED
239953 OPAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED
239978 IRINAL CORP.
239998 VIKING INDUSTRIES LIMITED
240016 SCARADOON TRADING LIMITED
240027 GERMES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
240029 DANIEL BARRY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
240047 RIVERBURN LIMITED
240063 LEESON MARKETING LIMITED
240075 FROST FREE FARM SERVICES LIMITED
240098 RED MOON ENTERPRISES LIMITED
240129 ARGENT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
240147 KENNAMER MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES LIMITED
240149 JOMA ADVISERS
240163 CIRCUITEST IRELAND LIMITED
240198 HENAGHAN’S PHARMACY LIMITED
240247 AMALGAMATED WINE AGENCIES LIMITED
240298 ADFAB SALES LIMITED
240316 SINIK LIMITED
240327 BRADBURY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
240347 POWER DIRECT LIMITED
240349 F. E. O’CONNOR (DEVELOPMENTS) LIMITED
240363 ROSANT LIMITED
240375 IKAROS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
240378 AILESbury GROUP LIMITED
240416 CARTESE ENGINEERING LIMITED
240429 KEYCROSS COMPANY LIMITED
240447 AUDIO VANDALS LIMITED
240449 JETWINGS & SKYCONTACT CORPORATION LIMITED
240453 NEPTUNE TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
240463 FEDERAL TRADING LIMITED
240478 POLESWORTH LIMITED
240498 CELLGUARD LIMITED
240547 BLASTING & ENGINE SERVICES LIMITED
240553 ORKI MANUFACTURING LIMITED
240575 MARWAY GROUP LIMITED
240578 DUNBOYNE OIL COMPANY LIMITED
240627 FAirtON PROPERTIES LIMITED
240675 DANESVALE LIMITED
240678 COMPANY ADMINISTRATORS LIMITED
240716 KAISER FINANCE CAPITAL LIMITED
240747 MAPASON LIMITED
240749 YORK'S BAU LIMITED
240753 NOLAN EQUIPMENT HIRE LIMITED
240763 PETTRAC LIMITED
240778 LOMBERTO PROPERTIES LIMITED
240798 LIFTAG-INVESTMENTS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
240816 NASHUA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
240829 VERMEAD LIMITED
240853 HIGHDOWN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
240863 AXONVILLE COMPANY LIMITED
240916 GREENALL SERVICES LIMITED
240929 HAMLYN CATERING LIMITED
240949 CHAD SOFTWARE IRELAND LIMITED
240963 MIDAS IMPORT/EXPORT LIMITED
240975 SALMANDER TRADING LIMITED
240978 MANSTON LIMITED
240998 ADVANCE TRADE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
241027 BYERLEY BLOODSTOCK LIMITED
241047 PORTDALE HOLDINGS
241049 ALBION CORPORATION
241053 BRADSIDE COMPANY
241063 SPECIALIST ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS LIMITED
241075 INVERDELL LIMITED
241116 CHIXPOOL LIMITED
241127 TREFERN TRADING LIMITED
241129 STONEGRASS SERVICES LIMITED
241149 PORTLAOISE BODY REPAIRS LIMITED
241153 RIDGEVALE LIMITED
241163 BULLEN INTERNATIONAL HEALTHCARE (IRELAND) LIMITED
241229 STRIVEDALE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
241249 HOLFIELD PROPERTIES LIMITED
241263 IRISH GOLF MARKETING LIMITED
241298 ARDMORE FINANCE LIMITED
241316 BELLIE BUTTONS WORLD LIMITED
241329 HCM HOLDINGS LIMITED
241349 PRO SCREEN SERVICES LIMITED
241398 RAYCOVE PROPERTIES LIMITED
241416 ELF TAVERNS LIMITED
241427 WORLD 2000 ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
241429 CORSCADDENS (KILCOCK) LIMITED
241447 ALLENRIDGE PROPERTIES LIMITED
241449 GREENTOE SOCK COMPANY LIMITED
241453 PRECISION RESOURCES LIMITED
241475 EUROCA LIMITED
241478 M. D. K. ENTERPRISES LIMITED
241516 OUR PRICE FURNITURE (IRELAND) LIMITED
241527 FAILTE UI CHEALLAIGH TEORANTA
241529 JGS RECYCLING LIMITED
241547 MENTOR INVESTMENTS LIMITED
241553 ALL IRELAND GROUP LIMITED
241575 GLENDOE LIMITED
241598 KNUTTELL LIMITED
241627 AMERICAN SYNTICOM LIMITED
241629 HODGINS PERCIVAL FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
241647 DEVEL GERMANY LIMITED
241678 GOLDEN RING GROUP LIMITED
241698 GEORGE O’MAHONY CLOTHING & TRADING CO LIMITED
241727 SUNSET HEIGHTS LIMITED
241747 RANDLESDOWN COMPANY LIMITED
241749 A.C. TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
241753 CAPITAL OPTICS LIMITED
241763 MCCRANN SOFTWARE SERVICES LIMITED
241775 ALDESCO LIMITED
241778 MOIDORE HOLDINGS LIMITED
241798 STERLING ENGINEERING LIMITED
241816 PARCHWILLOW LIMITED
241827 LOCHSIDE TRADING LIMITED
241847 SUN EXPRESS HOLIDAYS LIMITED
241863 LATERAL OBJECTS LIMITED
241875 H.P.R. ROOFING LIMITED
241898 ELTONBROOK LIMITED
241916 NEW CENTURY SUPPLIES LIMITED
241927 ARQUETTE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
241947 LEGAL & PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE LIMITED
241963 SPAR-UND DARLEHENKASSE WIEN, LIMITED
241975 MAC PLUMBING & HEATING CONTRACTORS LIMITED
241998 DUNCAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
242016 KELSO CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
242027 CHINA INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
242029 HENRY JONES CLOTHING COMPANY LIMITED
242049 OUTERFIELD LIMITED
VENTBOURNE LIMITED
BAUMAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
A.G. ROBINSON & SONS (IRL) LIMITED
SOFTDESK LIMITED
FIRST SOUTHERN HOTELS LIMITED
SHAMANIC SOFTWARE LIMITED
BICKLEY HALL COMPANY LIMITED
LAGAN BITUMEN (CONTRACTS) LIMITED
BRIGHTWAKE (IRELAND) LIMITED
CABDALE LIMITED
ENFIELD CHICKS LIMITED
CHEMICAL CONVERSIONS LIMITED
PORTMEADOW LIMITED
EAGLE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
NORTH EAST HEALTH AND SAFETY (DUNDALK) LIMITED
RUSSIOM CONSULTANCIES LIMITED
DEELODGE LIMITED
FOXROCK OFFICE & SECRETARIAL SERVICES LIMITED
DISTRIFLOR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
DENSIN LIMITED
VALWICK LIMITED
CELTIC DAYS LIMITED
MOYNET INVESTMENTS LIMITED
FORDVIEW LIMITED
BENOIT & BORG (EUROPE) LIMITED
G.K. MOTORS LIMITED
OAKLEY CONSULTANTS LIMITED
DOLPHIN ORGANISATION LIMITED
BAYSIDE TRUST LIMITED
ALLIED TOTAL ENGINEERING LIMITED
O'D CONSULTANTS LIMITED
COTTER MOTORCYCLES LIMITED
SOFTHALMIC LIMITED
TARGET FUNDING CORPORATION LIMITED
BBS TRADING LIMITED
CUNAV INNOVATIONS LIMITED
PALM IRELAND INVESTMENT
ARORVA LIMITED
TELECOMMUNICATIONS: FINANCING AND PROJECTS LIMITED
MERRION FOUR LIMITED
BEDFORD CORPORATION
APEX ASSOCIATES LIMITED
EAST/WEST CORPORATION LIMITED
MECA LIMITED
CAPITAL FINANCE CORPORATION LIMITED
GLENVARA INTERNATIONAL
APOLLO TECHNOLOGY
GRECO SPORT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
MILLWOOD TRADING LIMITED
NEVINWALL LIMITED
NEW YORK CLOTHING COMPANY LIMITED
BARRY AND SONS RETAIL DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
COMPUCARE SYSTEMS LIMITED
T C CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
FRESH EXOTIC FOODS LIMITED
KESTRAL CORPORATION LIMITED
MASTER PROJECTS LIMITED
PRINT OPTIONS LIMITED
BALT TRAIN SERVICES LIMITED
DRUMCORN TRANSPORT LIMITED
LOWARE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SPECCHIERRE IMPORTS LIMITED
ROMANHURST LIMITED
ANGLO MANX INVESTMENTS
KLIPTON ENTERPRISES LIMITED
EUREKA ADVERTISING & MARKETING SERVICES LIMITED
PARLIAMENT MARKETING LIMITED
RI COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
NELAMON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
MIDWEST INDUSTRIES
SCORPION FINANCE
ABACUS HARDWOOD FLOORING LIMITED
SERVICES PRODUCTION TRADING LIMITED
GARDOYLE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
KESTON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
EARLSTHORPE COMPANY LIMITED
LADAVELE TRADING LIMITED
GROUP LUBRICATING & REPAIRING MANAGEMENT LIMITED
INNOVATION REPAIR & MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS LIMITED
STOCKCON LIMITED
T.C. DESIGN LIMITED
HILLTRADE LIMITED
SAFFRON DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
LOBINSTOWN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
TAMCROSS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
AMBER PUBLISHERS LIMITED
METAL CONTRACTS
MICRO INDUSTRIES LIMITED
PARAMOUNT ACQUISITIONS LIMITED
KEALDERRAGH FARM & DAIRY SERVICES (IRL) LIMITED
CUTGLASS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
VITERA FOOD TRADING LIMITED
FINGAL CABS LIMITED
CRAFT PRODUCTS LIMITED
GAS & OIL BUILDERS LIMITED
PARADISE CASINO LIMITED
EMERALD COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS INC.
CRANHAM LIMITED
REDGRADE LIMITED
HOYDEN HOLDINGS LIMITED
GOLDEN ISLAND MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED
WESTCORP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
PHOENIX GATE LIMITED
MERCHANT DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
HARMONY FINANCE LIMITED
CARA FOUNDATION LIMITED
DREAM FIN LIMITED
EELS EXPRESS LIMITED
NODAGI (IRELAND) LIMITED
SANDVILLE PROPERTIES LIMITED
MOUNT KENNETT HOTELS LIMITED
CASSION LIMITED
D.M.A. SERVICES LIMITED
YEGORCO INTER LIMITED
ROSEHURST LIMITED
244327 TRANSOCEANIC BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
244347 PREMIER MANUFACTURING LIMITED
244378 OLARE TRADING LIMITED
244398 SIRTEX ENGINEERING LIMITED
244416 GENERATION HOLDING LIMITED
244475 STREND INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
244498 EXPRESS ANALYSIS SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
244529 KARSHI TRADING LIMITED
244553 D.W. REPAIRS LIMITED
244616 DONALDSON LIMITED
244649 CONCERTO MANUFACTURING LIMITED
244653 REDBRIDGE TRADING LIMITED
244716 STOCKTON TRUST LIMITED
244727 LEMAR TAVERNS LIMITED
244747 DUBLIN WATER SERVICES LIMITED
244749 KULTERRA LIMITED
244753 BELDOWN LIMITED
244763 INTERNATIONAL TRANSCON LIMITED
244775 CYBER FORCE LIMITED
244778 CLASSIC FOOD BEVERAGES LIMITED
244798 LES ENFANTS LIMITED
244816 BRANLINE LIMITED
244829 BRENT ESCRITT LIMITED
244849 BROADFORD TRADING CO. LIMITED
244878 ALBUQUERQUE LIMITED
244929 THE SHARKS RESORTS LIMITED
244947 M. A. TRADING & PUBLISHING LIMITED
244949 FARRENRIDGE CONTRACTORS LIMITED
244953 FORTLAND MANUFACTURING LIMITED
244963 AURORA MARKETING INC.
244975 CAVAN LOG CABINS LIMITED
244978 G.P. MARKETING - VERTRIEB LIMITED
244998 LAWNCOVE LIMITED
245016 FERNART LIMITED
245047 S T IRELAND LIMITED
245049 BENSON IMPORT/EXPORT
245053 APOLLO FOUNDATION LIMITED
245063 BRAHMA LIMITED
245075 ALLCAR GLASS LIMITED
245098 HOPKINSON TRADING COMPANY
245153 SHOE FLAIR LIMITED
245178 BRANWICK TRADING LIMITED
245198 TAMIC CORPORATION
245216 JO-AN CATERING LIMITED
245229 TOP DECK RIGGING LIMITED
245247 EURO FONE HOUSE (IRL.) LIMITED
245249 MEADOWLECK LIMITED
245253 SLIGO CRUISES LIMITED
245263 ASPEN TRADING (CORPORATION) LIMITED
245278 NAVATA MARITIME LIMITED
245298 SHAMROCK ORGANISATION LIMITED
245316 CONDUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED LIMITED
245329 GATLEY OVERSEAS LIMITED
245347 JILTARA LIMITED
245349 BGL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
245353 NOTRELLA LIMITED
245375 CARROW FIRE SAFETY LIMITED
245378 TREDEGAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED
245447 SEA & AIR CHARTER LIMITED
245475 LIGHTENING ROCK STUDIOS LIMITED
245478 J.V. FORAN LIMITED
245516 AMSION TAVERNS LIMITED
245529 ACHILLI MOTORS LIMITED
245547 EVANA TRADING LIMITED
245549 CRAIG CAKES (DUBLIN) LIMITED
245553 K. & F. PRECISION ENGINEERING LIMITED
245563 GRAHAM JONES PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
245579 CORPORATE DESIGN & MANUFACTURING LIMITED
245629 SETTLAND LIMITED
245653 DUNSTON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
245663 DREWMONT TRADING LIMITED
245678 J.M.F. TRADING LIMITED
245716 UNIVERSAL FOREST PRODUCTS LIMITED
245727 T V L DESIGN SOLUTIONS LIMITED
245747 A.T. PATENTS LIMITED
245749 K.C. FUELS LIMITED
245753 SYSTEMICS LIMITED
245778 DROMORE TOOL HIRE LIMITED
245827 GLOBAL INTERIOR FINISHES LIMITED
245829 TOWN & COUNTRY CHAUFFEUR DRIVE LIMITED
245849 FOREST FARM CARAVAN & CAMPING PARK LIMITED
245875 CORKCO LIMITED
245878 LISANOGUE LIMITED
245898 MALLVIEW LIMITED
245929 EIWA REINSURANCES INC.
245947 LARKROSS LIMITED
245949 LEESON HOUSE LIMITED
245953 FINNSGROVE LIMITED
245975 EAST/WEST IMPORT/EXPORT LIMITED
245978 CROFTWICK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
245998 TILTEK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
246016 COURTSIDE GROUP LIMITED
246029 STERNFORD LIMITED
246053 EMINVEST LIMITED
246063 VIAI LI LIMITED
246075 AO "MOCT" LIMITED
246078 EMPORIA LIMITED
246127 VAMP LIMITED
246129 CASSANDRA FINANCE LIMITED
246147 LONRO FINANCIAL COMPANY
246153 ALL RAVEN CARRIERS LIMITED
246175 DUHALLOW WASTE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
246198 HALHAM INVESTMENTS LIMITED
246216 NM DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
246247 EAST EUROPEAN HOLDING AND INVESTMENT LIMITED
246278 MCMURRAY MARKETING LIMITED
246298 INTERHOLD DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
246316 COVENDELL LIMITED
246347 MANDARIM RECORDS LIMITED
246363 BEST WISHES LIMITED
246375 MCCARTHY DEVELOPMENTS (CORK) LIMITED
246398 INTERNATIONAL DARLIN GIRL FROM CLARE LIMITED
246416 ATTINGHAM CORPORATION LIMITED
246427 B.O.C. ARCH. LIMITED
246429 ARCH BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
246449 EVERGLOW ELECTRICAL LIMITED
246463  ENVIRONS CONSULTING GROUP
246478  MERIDIAN FASHIONS LIMITED
246547  GUTTERPLUS LIMITED
246553  RADICAL PROPERTIES LIMITED
246575  GROVE PROPERTIES (TIPPERARY) LIMITED
246627  GILLIS TRADING LIMITED
246629  MARTELLO RECORDS LIMITED
246649  BRANLINE HOLDINGS LIMITED
246663  VENTILATION SERVICES LIMITED
246675  HIT MEDIA LIMITED
246698  KILTOGA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
246716  MOLEDGE LIMITED
246727  MARCHAVERN LIMITED
246729  NEVRIDGE LIMITED
246775  APEX INDUSTRIES LIMITED
246778  BALCRISTO TRADING LIMITED
246827  SHERWORTH LIMITED
246829  DEER CREEK LIMITED
246853  ETOILE DE MER LIMITED
246875  BL SUPPLIES LIMITED
246878  ELECTRONIC EXPORTS (MIDLETON) LIMITED
246898  FILPET TRADING LIMITED
246916  VIRGIL COMMERCIAL LIMITED
246947  DROFAN TRADING LIMITED
246953  ARNAY HOLDINGS LIMITED
246963  BRIDGEMOUNT HOLDINGS LIMITED
246975  LATIMER TRADING LIMITED
247027  MULLIGANS 19TH LIMITED
247047  CALVIEW INVESTMENTS LIMITED
247049  VALLEY PLANT LIMITED
247063  ACTION FILM FACILITIES LIMITED
247127  GAMESETMATCH LIMITED
247129  MARCOTS COTTON GARMENTS LIMITED
247147  BALLY CONSTRUCTION (NEW ROSS) LIMITED
247175  RESTYL LIMITED
247178  CLONMEL TYRE COMPANY LIMITED
247227  KELLFORD HOLDINGS LIMITED
247253  CHALKVIEW LIMITED
247275  ASSOCIATED LOSS ADJUSTERS LIMITED
247298  GARGRAVE LIMITED
247327  UC F FUND LIMITED
247347  HOLLY FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS LIMITED
247353  SPRINT EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES LIMITED
247363  HAULAGE AND FREIGHT SERVICES LIMITED
247375  BUILDMASTER (SOUTHERN) LIMITED
247398  AMWELD SERVICES LIMITED
247416  NEWCASTLE MANAGEMENT CO. LIMITED
247463  FIRSTLINK MARKETING LIMITED
247549  CELSIS MARKETING CO.
247553  KEOPS INTERNATIONAL TRUST COMPANY LIMITED
247563  THOMAS GLEESON LIMITED
247598  FIRST NEW STAR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
247647  EDWARDS REFRIGERATED TRANSPORT LIMITED
247649  THE RED ARROW TRANSPORT CO. LIMITED
247653  ALLFERN LIMITED
247663  LATCHFORD ENTERPRISES LIMITED
247678  TONERY'S (GALWAY) LIMITED
247727  EURO-PHOENIX HAUSBAU INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
248978 DEMCO INDUSTRIES LIMITED
249027 GARDEN ACCESSORIES LIMITED
249029 CURRAGH HIRE LIMITED
249047 MAIDENDALE LIMITED
249049 EACE INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
249149 TANDEM PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
249153 NASH DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
249175 MERCANTILE TRADING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
249178 SOCIETE D'INTERVENTION ET DE REALISATION LIMITED
249198 KITE SECURITY SERVICES LIMITED
249227 LEO ENTERPRISES (MUNSTER) LIMITED
249247 ADVANCE TECHNICAL TRAINING LIMITED
249253 CRUMLIN CABS LIMITED
249298 BROOKFIELD FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
249347 QUAYLE ENTERPRISES
249349 CALCOM SERVICE CO.
249363 CARSON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
249378 BLAIRGROVE ENGINEERING LIMITED
249398 APOLLO ASSOCIATES LIMITED
249453 BIZBEE CONSULTANCY LIMITED
249475 PINEVALE BROKERS LIMITED
249498 DEGAS SOFTWARE STUDIOS LIMITED
249527 MAGUIRE ENGINEERING (LOUTH) LIMITED
249563 BIDFORD HOLDINGS LIMITED
249575 FARRANTE TRADE CO.
249578 TAXPLAN (EUROPE) LIMITED
249616 LEAFDALE LIMITED
249627 NEATH CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
249629 DHK ENTERPRISES LIMITED
249647 HOLLOWGLADE LIMITED
249649 CHIPPENDALES INTERNATIONAL TOURING LIMITED
249678 FURNIDEC TRADING LIMITED
249716 VALENTINO CLUB TECHNICO LIMITED
249729 CHARTER HOLDINGS LIMITED
249753 DOWNTOWN INDUSTRIES
249763 WORLD FINANCIAL SERVICES COMPANY
249775 FOOD HYGIENE SYSTEMS LIMITED
249778 OSTAN GHLEANN CHOLMCILLE TEORANTA
249829 BILDESTON LIMITED
249849 C S M DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
249863 CARWYN PROPERTIES LIMITED
249898 ARROWSPEED DISTRIBUTION SERVICES LIMITED
249916 ARRA MANAGEMENT LIMITED
249927 THE USS LEVERAGED CURRENCY COMPANY LIMITED
249947 VOLGA DNPR AIRLINES (IRELAND) LIMITED
249978 HOCHIE SHOTS LIMITED
249998 LINKS FINANCIAL INVESTMENT CORPORATION LIMITED
250029 PROSCENE MUSICAL THEATRE COMPANY LIMITED
250049 GRANGE RESOURCES
250053 DUNDALK SPRING & FIBRE CO. LIMITED
250075 STAG TREE ADVERTISING LIMITED
250098 HALLIGAN MACHINERY LIMITED
250116 STAB INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
250153 ROOSTER LIMITED
250163 ATRAF SERVICES LIMITED
250216 OPENLINE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
250227 LOGANFIELD LIMITED
250253 INTERNATIONAL REFRACTORY MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELIDOM PRODUCTION LIMITED</td>
<td>POWERWISE LIMITED</td>
<td>GOWNA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED</td>
<td>TROYHILL LIMITED</td>
<td>WILTONMOUNT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAVE CORPORATION</td>
<td>DUSK FINANCIAL CORPORATION</td>
<td>KILMOON STORES LIMITED</td>
<td>AVATAR SENTRY LIMITED</td>
<td>WILTONMOUNT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOODBURY INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
<td>CASS CORPORATION LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOODBURY INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
<td>CASS CORPORATION LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTWELL TAVERNS LIMITED</td>
<td>SONAS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LIMITED</td>
<td>IDEAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION</td>
<td>VERNON WINES LIMITED</td>
<td>VIZALOT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS HEATING PLUMBING &amp; ELECTRICAL LIMITED</td>
<td>TWOHIG'S VICTUALLERS (CLONAKILTY) LIMITED</td>
<td>UNIVERSAL PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
<td>DEDICATE GROUP LIMITED</td>
<td>REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
251402 KINGSAVON LIMITED
251404 M.J. DUNPHY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
251405 EAGLECHURCH LIMITED
251407 AVONCROSS LIMITED
251409 MBI COMPUTING LIMITED
251411 TERASON LIMITED
251413 AQUA ART MEDIA LIMITED
251415 TARPIN INVESTMENTS IRELAND LIMITED
251417 DAWNBRACK LIMITED
251419 CONTIFOODS LIMITED
251421 RATOATH PHARMACY LIMITED
251423 L'ESCARGOT LIMITED
251425 BRIDGEWAY CONSULTANTS LIMITED
251427 SUNRAY ORIENTAL COMPANY LIMITED
251429 NORMAN DOWLING MOTORS LIMITED
251431 ZEN CORPORATION LIMITED
251433 LUXTON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
251435 ALTEA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
251437 DELBE TRADING LIMITED
251439 MICHAEL MANNING & SONS LIMITED
251441 LEISURELAND FUNWORLD LIMITED
251443 ROSHEEN TAVERNS LIMITED
251445 BUTLER SHEDS LIMITED
251447 EASTBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
251449 O'DONNELL CONSULTING LIMITED
251451 ASTON ACADEMY LIMITED
251453 TPF ENTERPRISES LIMITED
251455 HENNAMANN LIMITED
251457 BALLYHAUNIS PLANT HIRE LIMITED
251459 V CLAMP LIMITED
251461 OASIS CONSULTANTS LIMITED
251463 EKINVEST LIMITED
251465 LONGWOOD HOLDINGS LIMITED
251467 MOSSGRAY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
251469 SEAN COLLINS CENTRA FOODMARKET (DRIMOLEAGUE) LIMITED
251471 M. MOORE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
251473 SAUR UTILITIES LIMITED
251475 REALDATE CONSULTANTS LIMITED
251477 WILGATE SERVICES LIMITED
251479 GLENLINE ASSOCIATES LIMITED
251481 CALLANWAY LIMITED
251483 CARMAICHEL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
251485 WILDWOOD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
251487 OBLIA PROPERTIES (IRELAND) LIMITED
251489 BITOK ENTERPRISES LIMITED
251491 S & A COLGAN LIMITED
251493 ACTION NOW! IRELAND LIMITED
251495 RATHBERN LIMITED
251497 J.O.M. CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
251501 SLINGSHOT LIMITED
251503 P.B. COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
251505 MOONBREAKER INVESTMENTS LIMITED
251507 HALLA IRELAND LIMITED
251509 SILICON TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
251511 STARHOUSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
251513 ARDCARRAGH LIMITED
251515 KELLSPORTS MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
252375 PERSONAL CHOICE LIMITED  
252416 CLEEN HOLDINGS LIMITED  
252427 OLDSTEAD DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED  
252453 NETWORK COMPUTER GROUP IRELAND LIMITED  
252516 PINEDAWN LIMITED  
252527 A.T.C. COMPUTER CONSULTANTS LIMITED  
252529 TOWERVIE BUILDERS LIMITED  
252549 HOBBES COMPUTER CONSULTANTS LIMITED  
252563 PARK WEST MANAGEMENT (DUBLIN) LIMITED  
252575 ADVANCED ACCOUNTING PRACTICES LIMITED  
252578 VF INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
252627 ALMATON TRADING LIMITED  
252649 OISRI DHUN NA NGALL TEORANTA  
252675 CARGOFREIGHT  
252698 KILKEE IRONCRAFT AND WOODWORKS LIMITED  
252716 EASTMEAD INTER-TRADE  
252727 GOLDENFLEET LIMITED  
252747 HOOK PONY TREKKING CENTRE LIMITED  
252749 CONNACHT MOBILE WELDING SERVICES LIMITED  
252753 NETSOURCE EUROPE LIMITED  
252763 PERPETUO LIMITED  
252775 BARING VENTURES LIMITED  
252798 BROADCAST FINANCE PARTNERS LIMITED  
252816 MELDANTE TRADING LIMITED  
252849 LOGANWAVE LIMITED  
252853 GATEBERRY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
252875 KISS (KILKENNY INTERNET SERVER SERVICES) LIMITED  
252878 NETSOURCE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED  
252927 STAR FOOD TRADING LIMITED  
252947 AVINGTON HOLDINGS LIMITED  
252949 BRICK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
252963 ADRONNE LIMITED  
252975 MARTELLO MERCHANT COMPANY  
252998 FLOURISH PUBLISHING LIMITED  
253029 DOMINO INDUSTRIAL COMPANY  
253053 THORNLEIGH INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED  
253063 LAMBARD MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED  
253078 CROFTON ASSOCIATES LIMITED  
253127 JUST E-MAIL LIMITED  
253153 SWENO PRODUCTIONS LIMITED  
253178 MORGAINE CONSULTING CORPORATION LIMITED  
253198 ARDMORE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED  
253227 BRENTGLEN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
253253 ARAFEL LIMITED  
253275 G.S. SOFTWARE LIMITED  
253278 PENTA PHARMACEUTICALS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
253327 SOUTH EASTERN BOILER SERVICES LIMITED  
253349 EAST COAST TRANSPORT LIMITED  
253353 BREEN FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED  
253363 SEANTER LIMITED  
253375 CELTIC TRAILS LIMITED  
253398 AGROBUSINESS LIMITED  
253416 CLARINSWARD LIMITED  
253427 CALLANAN AND COUGHLAN LIMITED  
253453 NEUROTECH SOFTWARE LIMITED  
253475 JOHN O’ROURKE & SONS LIMITED  
253498 BRIAN LEAVEY ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED  
253516 IRISH FOOD & DRINK SPECIALITIES LIMITED
253527 SATELLITE ELECTRONICS (IRELAND) LIMITED
253549 EBIOSSTONE LIMITED
253553 GARTLINE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
253563 LAMFORD LIMITED
253598 SOUTHGATE INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
253627 UNIIGLEN TRADING COMPANY
253649 TODD QUISH LIMITED
253653 SITEX SECURITY SERVICES LIMITED
253663 NEW DESIGN LIMITED
253678 THE SOUTH EAST COMMUNITY DEFLECTOR ASSOCIATION LIMITED
253716 CARRIGBAY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
253727 THE HOUSE OF PRINT LIMITED
253753 SALAMAND OVERSEAS LIMITED
253763 EUROFON TELECOMMUNICATIONS
253778 WESTCOAST VENDING LIMITED
253829 MARLFLEET LIMITED
253847 LINFIELD CONSULTANTS LIMITED
253849 SEACASTLE MARINE LIMITED
253853 FISH IRELAND EXHIBITION LIMITED
253929 CHILPENT LIMITED
253975 GAEI CULTUR TEORANTA
254016 ALANBOURNE LIMITED
254098 MORESOFT I.T. INSTITUTE LIMITED
254147 SPIDER TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
254163 SUAN TEORANTA
254175 I.C.E. STORAGE LIMITED
254216 PAUL'S MODEL ART LIMITED
254227 LAYGROVE LIMITED
254229 THE ADELPHI RETAIL, CINEMA & ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
254249 SPORT CONTACT LIMITED
254263 STATION 2000 LIMITED
254278 ALTEN PROPERTIES LIMITED
254298 B AND C (EUROPE) LIMITED
254327 EMERLEA EUROPEAN COMPANY
254347 EDEN TEAM EUROPE LIMITED
254363 TRUEMAN DIRECT LIMITED
254375 LEE CATERING SUPPLIES LIMITED
254378 BOHAN FITZMAURICE & CO. LIMITED
254416 M & P FOODIES LIMITED
254427 CAIRNVALE BUILDERS LIMITED
254429 MATRIX FINANCIAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
254447 SPORTSBAR LIMITED
254453 MR. MOBILE LIMITED
254463 FINOCK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
254478 O'SULLIVANS GARAGE (RATOATH) LIMITED
254498 MANIKATO LIMITED
254527 INTERNATIONAL MERCHANT TRUST CORPORATION LIMITED
254549 THE GIFT WRAP PACKAGING COMPANY LIMITED
254553 CELLULAR CONNECTION SALES LIMITED
254563 KILA RECORDS TEORANTA
254578 MERVALLEY LIMITED
254598 HARCOURT STREET CLINIC LIMITED
254627 BLUEPRINT CONSULTANCY LIMITED
254647 FLOATEL DUBLIN LIMITED
254653 EUROMONTAGE LIMITED
254675 ASHDALE FINANCE
254698 SELIGMAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
254716 GLONERI SERVICES LIMITED
255827 KILCOOLE PROPERTIES (IRELAND) LIMITED
255849 DOONAY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
255853 MANLAN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
255863 ENTRE IRELAND LIMITED
255875 MAINWAVE LIMITED
255878 EURO ASIA TRADING ENTERPRISES LIMITED
255927 INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATES LIMITED
255929 KENMARE TYRE CENTRE LIMITED
255949 MYRIAD TRADING CORPORATION LIMITED
255953 DENIS TOYS LIMITED
255963 NILSTONE LIMITED
255975 ADVANCE COMMUNICATIONS (CORK) LIMITED
256049 CRANNOG PRODUCTION SERVICES LIMITED
256053 BASIC INSTINCT LIMITED
256063 CELTIC PURSUITS LIMITED
256078 FRONTIER SYSTEMS LIMITED
256116 FOIL PRINT PROMOTIONS LIMITED
256147 KOPEN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
256163 DIAGONAL REPORTS LIMITED
256175 DYNAMIC INSURANCES
256178 ADARE GUEST HOUSE LIMITED
256198 HENLANE LIMITED
256227 BANSTAR LIMITED
256247 K.D. EQUIPMENT LIMITED
256278 ROSBERCON DRUGS LIMITED
256298 GIFT VOUCHER IRELAND LIMITED
256327 BEAGLE HILL LIMITED
256329 BEAR BROOK LIMITED
256347 MILRAY TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
256353 CARLINGFORD SALES & SERVICES
256363 BANRISE LIMITED
256375 NETWORK PROGRAMS LIMITED
256378 LYNCH DESIGN SERVICES LIMITED
256427 WALSH BUTCHERS (TRAMORE) LIMITED
256429 QUANTUM FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
256447 ROCK COTTAGE LIMITED
256453 MIKE BRANNELLY MORTGAGE SERVICES LIMITED
256463 BACOVIEW LIMITED
256475 ARGUS ORGANISATION LIMITED
256478 WORLD CAPITAL LIMITED
256527 SABRAH INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
256529 INTERNET COMMERCIAL SERVICES HOLDING LIMITED
256547 MARMAC COMPUTING LIMITED
256549 ECOCORP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
256563 CHIPPERTON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
256627 CLONMEL CONCRETE PRODUCTS LIMITED
256647 CFTTRUST LIMITED
256649 ARTAC (IRELAND) LIMITED
256663 SUNBERG FINANCE LIMITED
256675 E-W ENTERPRISES LIMITED
256698 TERRAGLYPH RIGHTS LIMITED
256749 EUROPEAN PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH SERVICES LIMITED
256753 LOWSTRAND MEDIA LIMITED
256775 SLAUSON COMPANY
256816 PONSE LIMITED
256847 LINGWOOD DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
256863 WORLDTRADE OVERSEAS LIMITED
256898 RUBICON CONSULTANCY LIMITED
256947 CREDO PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
256963 BOYNE UPHOLSTERY MANUFACTURING & DESIGN LIMITED
256978 RUMBYTE LIMITED
257016 E.S.L. ENTERPRISES LIMITED
257027 WARDBOURNE LIMITED
257029 RICHCROWN LIMITED
257049 VICTORIAN SPLENDOUR LIMITED
257063 HORIZON COURIERS LIMITED
257075 DAGELO TRADING LIMITED
257127 LISSENCOURT LIMITED
257129 EASTCOM (LIMERICK) LIMITED
257149 R & J WAREHOUSING LIMITED
257175 RTWS LIMITED
257227 DALIGRAND LIMITED
257249 DOWNGLEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
257263 GARDEN EXTRAS ORNAMENTAL LIMITED
257275 GINGEROOT LIMITED
257327 CELTIC MANUFACTURING LIMITED
257353 FINANCIAL INSURANCES AND TRADING HOLDING GROUP AVRORA.
257416 SNOWCOVE LIMITED
257427 J&D FITTING SERVICES LIMITED
257429 UNIT 5 DUNBOYNE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
257447 THE LONG FELLA LIMITED
257475 EASTGATE INSURANCES LIMITED
257478 CASTLEDRIVE HOLDINGS LIMITED
257553 MANAGEMENT STANDARDS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
257563 DALE FINANCE LIMITED
257575 INTERCALL COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
257578 DAWNGROVE TAVERNS LIMITED
257627 GALAXY FOUNDATION LIMITED
257629 I. & F. INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
257698 B & T RETAILERS LIMITED
257727 QUANTUM XRROID LIMITED
257749 NOEL EBBS TAXIS LIMITED
257753 INSHIPPING LIMITED
257763 CNC COMPONENTS LIMITED
257829 ROHNER & CO
257847 CAMP CLUB ATLANTIC LIMITED
257863 ALARGO LIMITED
257875 MANLEY ENTERPRISES LIMITED
257878 TYNWALD INTERNATIONAL TRADING SERVICES
257929 PREMIER FINANCE COMPANY (IRELAND) LIMITED
257947 OLYMPIC GOLD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
257963 TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
257975 HAMMELS OF KILMUCKRIDGE LIMITED
257978 HONAC LIMITED
258016 FAIRHILL PROPERTY LIMITED
258029 J.F.M. LAW & FINANCE CONSULTANTS LIMITED
258047 R.I.G.G. (RATH) TEORANTA
258049 MILLDERRY LIMITED
258053 COGSTEL LIMITED
258063 FOREST FARM APARTMENTS LIMITED
258078 J. & A. STRINGERS LIMITED
258129 JACKANORY LIMITED
258147 THE FURTHER CORPORATION LIMITED
258149 S. & M. KELLY LIMITED
258153 TRINITY COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
258175 BRANCASTLE LIMITED
258253  CLOGHRAN AIRPORT BUSINESS PARK (MANAGEMENT COMPANY) LIMITED
258278  MAKO LIMITED
258298  STABILO INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
258316  EVODE MANAGEMENT CO.
258329  ULTAN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
258347  JIM O'CONNELL AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED
258349  OVERSEER INVESTMENTS LIMITED
258363  DAVID SHEEHY COMPUTER CONSULTANTS LIMITED
258378  JENKINSTOWN FARM MACHINERY & SERVICES LIMITED
258398  "WEIGH TO GO" LIMITED
258416  GOTEBORG INVESTMENTS LIMITED
258427  ITINERIA TRAVEL CONSULTANTS LIMITED
258447  VINCENT BYRNE DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
258449  MICHOR DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
258478  WAINSFORT MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED
258498  HIGHMIST DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
258527  GENOR PROPERTIES LIMITED
258547  ROTHFELD PROPERTIES LIMITED
258549  OPTIGAME LIMITED
258553  BIDDY EARLY BREWERY LIMITED
258575  ELMPOOL LIMITED
258627  ELVER LIMITED
258629  COR PLUS LIMITED
258647  CRAIGMILL LIMITED
258653  GRIMPEX (IRELAND) LIMITED
258675  CHRIS BROWNE FINANCIAL FUTURES LIMITED
258698  BARTRANS LIMITED
258716  HANSON IMPORTS/EXPORTS
258727  IRISH INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL COUNCIL LIMITED
258749  MAC ENTERPRISES LIMITED
258753  RATHCORE INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT LIMITED
258775  FEEBEE LIMITED
258778  SAINT MARTINO LIMITED
258816  CAPITAL VENTURES EUROPE
258829  ORLIVEN LIMITED
258875  DENVER CHARLESTON AUCTIONEERS LIMITED
258947  GET THE MESSAGE LIMITED
258949  A. & M. FREEMAN HOLDINGS LIMITED
258963  ATLAS ORGANISATION LIMITED
258975  MICHAEL SWEENEY & CO. LIMITED
258978  ODIVAK LIMITED
259016  FAVARON LIMITED
259053  ENIGMA VIDEO LIMITED
259063  BRETZER HOLDINGS LIMITED
259075  FABRIC FINDERS LIMERICK LIMITED
259078  ADPAR COMPANY LIMITED
259127  COMPUTER CONCLUSIONS LIMITED
259149  PAREXCEL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
259163  SARZEDO LIMITED
259175  THE BURLINGTON FOUNDATION LIMITED
259178  MANTCLIFF INVESTMENTS LIMITED
259227  DIMAS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
259253  GALWAY PREMIER PRINTERS LIMITED
259263  K.P. CHEMICALS LIMITED
259275  PRIMESTAR HOLDINGS LIMITED
259278  LOMROSS DESIGN & PACKAGING LIMITED
259298  VALERITOS LIMITED
259327  ASIAPHARM LIMITED
259353  RUNTOP TRADING LIMITED
259375  BAYGROVE INTERNATIONAL
259398  HARCOURT CLINIC LIMITED
259416  SHANNON BIOMETRICS LIMITED
259447  KALROCK INVESTMENTS LIMITED
259453  TUDELEY LIMITED
259463  DGD FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
259498  LOTENITE PROPERTIES LIMITED
259529  MMR FOODS LIMITED
259549  BRADHOUSE TRADING LIMITED
259575  INVENTORY CONCEPTS DATA LIMITED
259578  BAXWORTH TRADING LIMITED
259598  FIRHA TRADING LIMITED
259627  CASTLELANDS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
259663  PREMIER GRAPHIC PRODUCTS LIMITED
259678  KINETIC INVESTMENTS LIMITED
259698  PAGODA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
259716  PREMIER INVESTIGATIONS LIMITED
259727  FINGAL HYGIENE & SAFETY LIMITED
259729  SUNDERLAND SERVICES LIMITED
259747  MAGIC BYTES LIMITED
259763  ODEVIEW LIMITED
259798  HEALY FOOD INGREDIENTS LIMITED
259829  BRENTFORD PROPERTIES LIMITED
259849  GALANTINON LIMITED
259853  CROSS COOLAIR SERVICES LIMITED
259875  REDCATCH HOLDINGS LIMITED
259878  DISTRAL MEDIA LIMITED
259927  PARKGATE CONSULTANTS LIMITED
259947  MALADANTE COMPANY LIMITED
259949  PETERSBOROUGH LIMITED
259978  FIRST EURO-AMERICAN TRUST COMPANY
260016  ASTRAL PROFILES LIMITED
260027  KITA FINANCE LIMITED
260029  SIGNAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED
260049  COMPAGNIE VAN VERRE LIMITED
260053  EMERALD DESIGNS LIMITED
260075  CORK JAZZ FESTIVAL MARKETING ASSOCIATION LIMITED
260098  SOUTHSIDE MOTOR SALES LIMITED
260116  C & M DEVELOPMENTS (CLAREMORRIS) LIMITED
260147  FIGLIAN CATERING LIMITED
260163  LEINSTER CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
260175  BRENDWELL LIMITED
260198  CODEX ENTERPRISES LIMITED
260216  TIARNA LIMITED
260227  CARNBEG GOLF LIMITED
260229  RIVERMAK CORPORATION LIMITED
260247  GLOW NEON ENTERPRISES LIMITED
260249  BROS CATERING LIMITED
260278  NATIONAL EUROPEAN TRUST LIMITED
260298  CONCERN DIARET
260327  FILTHY MACNASTYS LIMITED
260329  CASTLE CONSTRUCTION (LOUGHMORE) LIMITED
260347  ARNHEIM HOLDING LIMITED
260349  OWENWAVE LIMITED
260353  CLARMAN LIMITED
260363  EASTLORD LIMITED
260416  PINNACLE MARKETING & SALES LIMITED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>260427</td>
<td>MARTLEAF SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260429</td>
<td>SCARSDEN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260447</td>
<td>OPTIMA CONSULTING SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260453</td>
<td>TRANS-EUROPEAN SALES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260463</td>
<td>LANESCROFT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260478</td>
<td>BRIDLES &amp; BITS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260516</td>
<td>T.T.M. TRANSPORT SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260527</td>
<td>BZW SECURED EQUITY FUND LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260547</td>
<td>BERNBACHEN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260549</td>
<td>PROMPT PRECISION ENGINEERING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260553</td>
<td>O'DOWD'S (ROUNSTONE) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260563</td>
<td>MAYSTONE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260578</td>
<td>DAVID FINN CONSTRUCTION (BANDON) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260598</td>
<td>K &amp; N DISTRIBUTORS (IRELAND) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260629</td>
<td>DUNLEER DISMANTLERS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260649</td>
<td>BERMUR CONSTRUCTION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260675</td>
<td>MULLIGANS PHARMACY (FERRYBANK) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260678</td>
<td>BELVEDERE BUILDERS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260698</td>
<td>CITY INTERTRADE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260747</td>
<td>DEALGA FIBRES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260778</td>
<td>TAREN POINT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260798</td>
<td>BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260829</td>
<td>TALKLAND COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260853</td>
<td>SEMATRADE INTERNATIONAL CONSULTING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260863</td>
<td>BROADFIELD TECHNOLOGY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260875</td>
<td>BENTAREN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260878</td>
<td>PENCREST LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260898</td>
<td>ENCOTEC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260929</td>
<td>ATTERBURY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260935</td>
<td>FLOOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260978</td>
<td>ECLIPSE ENTERPRISES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261053</td>
<td>FLOREY TRADING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261098</td>
<td>NAUSICAA LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261127</td>
<td>AMBER LINE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261129</td>
<td>DEXTER FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261147</td>
<td>DUBLIN SCHOOL OF MOTORING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261149</td>
<td>DEEPBROOK LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261153</td>
<td>VERSA-TECH LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261163</td>
<td>PARMASAN CATERING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261178</td>
<td>DRUMLOCK LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261198</td>
<td>ESMENA TRADING CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261247</td>
<td>FEBVALE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261249</td>
<td>FAHANSIDE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261263</td>
<td>THORNCHESTER LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261275</td>
<td>BOLDGROUND INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261298</td>
<td>MULTICO GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261329</td>
<td>POLAR BEAR SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261349</td>
<td>MOBILE LIFTING SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261353</td>
<td>FERNSBURY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261363</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL DIRECT ENTERPRISE ASSOCIATION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261427</td>
<td>LACEPEND LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261429</td>
<td>R &amp; M GROUND DEVELOPERS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261463</td>
<td>FAVRO COMPANY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261478</td>
<td>CONTINUE TRADING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261498</td>
<td>RECEP TOURS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261527</td>
<td>GLENOLDEN PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261553</td>
<td>LISTOWEL RACES DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261563</td>
<td>BRITISH STEEL REPUBLIC OF IRELAND SUBSIDIARIES PENSION SCHEME TRUSTEE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
261578 NORTH EAST PLANT & COMMERCIAL SALES LIMITED
261629 CALCAST MANUFACTURING LIMITED
261653 L.D. PROMOTIONS LIMITED
261675 NANDI ENTERPRISES LIMITED
261678 P & D CONTINENTAL TRANSPORT LIMITED
261716 SUBURBAN MOTORS LIMITED
261727 ROKA (2000) LIMITED
261729 PAT MEEHAN MENSWEAR LIMITED
261747 MODULAR CARPET LIMITED
261749 PARKGATE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
261775 ORIENTAL PALACE TAKEAWAY LIMITED
261778 PAWCETTA LIMITED
261827 FERGUS COSTELLO SALES LIMITED
261829 RIMBIERE LIMITED
261849 ORTHOPAEDIC FOOTWEAR & APPLIANCES LIMITED
261863 ALBA NORTE LIMITED
261875 ROWE MOTORS (LEIXLIP) LIMITED
261898 PROLINE ENTERPRISES
261916 NORTHEAST ENERGY (PAKISTAN) LIMITED
261927 FRONTLINE RESOURCES LIMITED
261953 C.M.B.S. LIMITED
261963 BRAZEN LIMITED
261978 AMERGIN FILM PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
261998 WOODSTOCK FURNITURE SALES (IRELAND) LIMITED
262016 ELIE LIMITED
262029 ANNE NILAND COMPUTER CONSULTING LIMITED
262047 T & P OLIVER LIMITED
262053 KEY ADVISORS LIMITED
262063 IRISH INSTITUTE OF COMMUNICATIONS IN BUSINESS LIMITED
262075 EPERWAY LIMITED
262098 RUSSIA FINANCIAL NEWS LIMITED
262116 VERMAR FINANCES
262127 FRONTIER EXPRESS LIMITED
262216 CABOUCHON JEWELLERY LIMITED
262227 GERRY KELLY ENTERPRISES LIMITED
262229 NASHMOUNT PROPERTIES LIMITED
262278 WORKING INVESTMENTS LIMITED
262327 GOLDROSS LIMITED
262329 ROYAL IRISH CONSULTANCY LIMITED
262347 ALLEN CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LIMITED
262353 PENSCHURST HOLDINGS LIMITED
262375 GILT FINANCE INC LIMITED
262378 BAY-WATCH TAKE-AWAY LIMITED
262416 CHAMPION PROJECTS LIMITED
262427 IMPACT CAPITAL FUNDS LIMITED
262429 ACCORD ECE LIMITED
262449 LOKKA LIMITED
262463 EASTGATE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
262475 PANTEK EUROPE LIMITED
262516 DEVINE DISTRIBUTION IRELAND LIMITED
262529 S.F.F. INDUSTRIAL CLEANERS LIMITED
262549 LITTLE BUG INTERNET SERVICES LIMITED
262553 AGREOST MANAGEMENT CONSULTING LIMITED
262575 GREYLORD LIMITED
262647 BALLAHAMALKIN LIMITED
262653 CHAMPION RECORDS LIMITED
262716 GYMBOREE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
262727 I.C.G.P. WONCA COMMERCIAL LIMITED
262747  EBONFOX PROPERTIES LIMITED
262749  EDENQUEST DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
262753  ROWLAGH DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
262775  PETERSBURG INVESTMENTS LIMITED
262778  SUMMERVILLE MARKETING LIMITED
262798  STREMIND ENTERPRISES
262827  MIDSTAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED
262849  MULTI GAMES SERVICES LIMITED
262863  TRUDY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
262878  AURORA UNICOMP LIMITED
262927  EMBASSY RESOURCES LIMITED
262929  EASTDALE DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
262947  POPLEO COMPANY
262949  KULLENS (WATERFORD) LIMITED
263016  SPORTS & EXERCISE EQUIPMENT LIMITED
263029  ROCKETT'S CASTLE LIMITED
263047  CELESTE SOFTWARE SERVICES LIMITED
263049  LOCALEYES LIMITED
263053  ELMSHANE LIMITED
263075  COURTLEIGH TAVERNS LIMITED
263078  OAKSLODGE LIMITED
263149  COLOUR WEB LIMITED
263178  THE MARKET BAR DROGHEDA LIMITED
263216  ELLISMERE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
263253  L.B. MANAGEMENT LIMITED
263275  K.W. LEISURE LIMITED
263316  CARROLL MECHANCIAL ENGINEERING LIMITED
263327  GLENMORE LIQUEUR LIMITED
263329  RUBBER SOUL LIMITED
263353  SPLITHILLS LIMITED
263363  DAKOTA INDUSTRIES
263416  FORT HOWARD LIMITED
263429  MELCHIME LIMITED
263447  SHAFTLIGHT LIMITED
263453  ROSOWSKI LIMITED
263463  METROPOLITAN COFFEE LIMITED
263527  MEGWELL TRADING LIMITED
263529  CLONWAVE LIMITED
263553  ROCHEFORD FILES EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LIMITED
263563  BANQUETING FOOD SYSTEMS LIMITED
263598  FRENCH HIDEAWAYS LIMITED
263629  INDUSTRIAL METALS & CHEMICALS LIMITED
263647  TABLER LIMITED
263653  VAMORE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
263678  SIMPLE TEX LIMITED
263716  BECKCROFT LIMITED
263727  BEVERLY COMPUTER HARDWARE SUPPLIES LIMITED
263729  INMEDIA PRESENTATIONS EUROPE LIMITED
263753  DEADLINE DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
263763  SUNWEST INVESTMENTS LIMITED
263816  BELLSTAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED
263829  SOUTHERN PERLITE LIMITED
263849  WAINSBRY LIMITED
263863  FSM FINANCIAL SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
263875  LYNCHBURG INVESTMENTS
263947  FOUNTMEL LIMITED
263949  FIZZYBERRY LIMITED
263978  GODDARD BUSINESS LIMITED
263998  CELLULAR TELECOM LIMITED
264027  PENTVIEW MARKETING CO.
264049  L M B SLUDGE HANDLING LIMITED
264053  KYLE AGENCIES LIMITED
264063  LACORI TRADING LIMITED
264075  SEASAFE IRELAND 2000 LIMITED
264078  STRICTLY FISH MANAGEMENT LIMITED
264098  E.W.I.R. LIMITED
264116  KORBEC MANUFACTURING LIMITED
264149  ARPAD LIMITED
264178  A,B,C,D VIDEO LIMITED
264198  NAVANCO DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
264216  INTERNATIONAL HEALTHCARE PROCUREMENT (IHP) LIMITED
264227  ALLERBY SALES LIMITED
264229  GLEANN HOLDINGS LIMITED
264249  FAVEN LIMITED
264263  WESTCOAST TECHNOLOGY
264278  DUNHAM ENTERPRISES LIMITED
264298  DANCALL FINANCES
264327  UISN TRADE CO.
264363  SIGA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
264375  BARTONFIELD LIMITED
264378  MAPLELEAF CONSULTANTS LIMITED
264429  EAST-WEST INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED
264447  MADDENS FORGE LIMITED
264449  HAZELMAY LIMITED
264453  RIGHT CHOICE LIMITED
264463  LEANES TOOL HIRE LIMITED
264475  UR MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED
264478  FYFFES CORPORATE FINANCE LIMITED
264527  INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMATIC SERVICES
264549  WAYSTART LIMITED
264563  SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL (SCITECH) LIMITED
264598  BAB ENGINEERING LIMITED
264627  ROBINSTOWN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
264647  ICEPEAK CATERING LIMITED
264649  DAVIDSON & ASSOCIATES EUROPE LIMITED
264663  WATERLINK LIMITED
264678  BRIDELAND SERVICES LIMITED
264729  KUTTER LIMITED
264735  FLAT PLASTERERS LIMITED
264763  DONEGAL SOCK COMPANY LIMITED
264775  DARRIGROCK LIMITED
264816  NEWDRIVE PROPERTIES LIMITED
264827  ED-HAUL LIMITED
264829  CORK ATTIC COMPANY LIMITED
264847  GALLICIA ELECTRICAL LIMITED
264849  HAFLGAN LIMITED
264875  GOLDLANCE LIMITED
264878  BOLDACRE LIMITED
264916  TRIGMOUNT LIMITED
264929  TRABUCO LIMITED
264953  WHITFIELD FINANCE LIMITED
264963  MAUNDER ADVERTISING
264975  OLDCREST HOLDINGS LIMITED
264978  ENDFIELD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
264998  LES EDITIONS DE LA PROVIDENCE LIMITED
265027  MEC GEYER LIMITED
265029 ROAD RANGE LIMITED
265075 BEARCO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
265129 EVEREX COMPANY
265147 NEW MAHARAJAH LIMITED
265149 A.C.C.O. IMPORT CO. LIMITED
265175 INTERNET CERTIFICATION INSTITUTE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
265216 BALBRIGGAN CARPETS LIMITED
265247 RAINBROOK LIMITED
265249 LANCEFIELD LIMITED
265253 LOUGH COTTAGE LIMITED
265263 QUAYFRONT LIMITED
265298 CRUNCH FITNESS LIMITED
265316 PARADE TAVERNS LIMITED
265327 TARA ASSETS
265378 FEE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
265453 ANCHORENA LIMITED
265498 QUEENS BAY LIMITED
265516 CELESTIAL MEDIA ASSETS LIMITED
265527 EXPRESS CATERING LIMITED
265547 LISNAGAT RIDING CENTRE LIMITED
265549 SUN JAFFE LIMITED
265553 POWER SUPPLIES REPAIR AGENCY LIMITED
265563 EARTHWAVE CORPORATION LIMITED
265575 CASTLETOWER HOLDINGS LIMITED
265627 ASSOCIATED TRAINING SERVICES LIMITED
265629 LUSTAR CONTINENTAL LIMITED
265649 LONGLIFE 2000 MANUFACTURING LIMITED
265663 MILLENIUM MOTOR FINANCE (LIMERICK) LIMITED
265675 ARDMERE LIMITED
265698 GEMS OF COLUMBIA LIMITED
265727 CORTEZ CONSULTING INC.
265729 LANOR ENTERPRISES
265747 TELECOM INTERNET LIMITED
265749 NAVAN HEALTH AND BEAUTY CLINIC LIMITED
265753 ARTCAM (IRELAND) LIMITED
265763 P.S.K. CONSULTANCY LIMITED
265775 BUBBLES IN THE AIR LIMITED
265798 BROADCAST SERVICE PARTNER LIMITED
265827 RESANA CONSULTANTS LIMITED
265863 PROFIDEV LIMITED
265875 COATING PRODUCTS LIMITED
265878 HARTGRANGE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
265916 MECHANICAL REPAIR SERVICES LIMITED
265927 CAVIMPEX LIMITED
265949 WESTSTEEL MANUFACTURING LIMITED
265978 B AND B IRISH OYSTERS LIMITED
265998 MANZANILLO LIMITED
266049 GARDEN FEATURES LIMITED
266053 ADVANCE BUSINESS TRAINING LIMITED
266063 MILLBROOK TRANSPORT LIMITED
266116 GLADEBY TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
266127 ENZOS RESTAURANT LIMITED
266149 HOBBY TRADING
266153 DNJ POWER TOOLS LIMITED
266178 BODYZONE LIMITED
266227 ADVANCE JOINERY SERVICES LIMITED
266275 HILTONVALE LIMITED
266278 B & K COURIERS LIMITED
266316 GATOW INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
266329 DIRECT SECURITY PRODUCTS LIMITED
266347 PAT & SEAN NASON CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LIMITED
266349 KICKHAM ENTERPRISES LIMITED
266353 P & D LEISUREWEAR LIMITED
266363 GLOBAL CREDIT CORPORATION (OVERSEAS) LIMITED
266398 FINETHICS MANAGEMENT RESOURCES LIMITED
266429 PWA - PANNEL AND WOOD AGENCY LIMITED
266449 ANDROMEDA COMPUTER PRODUCTS LIMITED
266453 CAR MANAGEMENT MOTOR SERVICES LIMITED
266498 FASTCON LIMITED
266527 C.D. BUILDING CONTRACTORS LIMITED
266563 LISSAVA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
266575 OCEAN COURT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
266598 HEADLINE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
266616 SANDERS RESEARCH ASSOCIATES LIMITED
266627 NEW HEIGHTS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
266653 ZESTA TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
266675 PUBLIC PAYPHONE PROVIDERS LIMITED
266678 CHROMATONE INTERMEDIA LIMITED
266698 RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
266716 EUROPEAN FINANCE INTERNATIONAL (EFI) LIMITED
266727 DOHENY ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED
266729 D.E.M. (DROMOLAND) LIMITED
266747 C & L MECHANICAL SERVICES LIMITED
266749 NANGLE ELECTRICAL & SECURITY LIMITED
266753 SWISS LODGE MANAGEMENT TRAINING LIMITED
266763 LOUGH CREW PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
266775 TURCREAK LIMITED
266778 HAMMER KONSILIJUM LIMITED
266798 CAPTAIN'S DECK RESTAURANT LIMITED
266829 CROSSWELL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
266849 OREGON TRADING LIMITED
266853 BRYSON WOOD LIMITED
266863 BPH BUNRATTY PLANT HIRE LIMITED
266898 SUS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
266916 SHANDON CHEESE AND BACON COMPANY LIMITED
266927 HORIZON NATURAL PRODUCTS LIMITED
266947 SATCHWELL PROPERTIES LIMITED
266949 BROSELEY LIMITED
266978 RED SWORD LIMITED
267027 HEUREKA ART & DESIGN LIMITED
267029 WESTBURY PHARMA LIMITED
267047 EUROPEAN EQUITY RE-INSURANCES COMPANY
267049 EVENT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
267063 E.M.DESIGN SYSTEMS LIMITED
267147 TRISTAR BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
267149 KELTECH ELECTRICAL LIMITED
267153 BARTONCASTLE LIMITED
267175 BIKINI LIMITED
267178 RAJO HOLDINGS LIMITED
267229 BRYSON VALE LIMITED
267278 MEDIA PRESS COMMUNICATION LIMITED
267316 BURSEWOOD LIMITED
267327 SLIGO TRAILER SERVICES LIMITED
267347 POLAR WOOD FINISHING LIMITED
267349 KERRY TECHNOLOGY PARK LIMITED
267353 PROCON - PROJECTS & CONSULTING SERVICES LIMITED
CAMELLA TRADING COMPANY
CREATIVE CERAMICS LIMITED
ATZILUTH LIMITED
HEALY'S PROPERTIES LIMITED
SECURSEAL LIMITED
ANTRIN RESEARCH LIMITED
PALLIUM PROPERTIES LIMITED
I.S.L. LOGISTICS CORPORATION LIMITED
BALDATO TRADING LIMITED
TRANSYSTEMS ENTERPRISES LIMITED
NORGROVE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
TORCASTLE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
CROTTY & ASSOCIATES LIMITED
AIR CASTLE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
ATLANTIC COAST CHANDLERY LIMITED
KINNITTY CASTLE FIELD SPORTS LIMITED
ROCKBROOK DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
PADDYCABS LIMITED
NORTH DUBLIN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE LIMITED
THE INJURY HELPLINE LIMITED
LANGTON MEAD LIMITED
CENTRIA (IRELAND) LIMITED
TENMER HOLDINGS
DARCY'S DESIGN TEAM LIMITED
TORHILL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
CASTLEMAR TRADING LIMITED
SCIACCA LIMITED
NANCY BLAKES LIMITED
LANSBORO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
SIFOR LIMITED
LABNER LIMITED
SEGA LIMITED
MULTIFLEX TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
DASH HAULAGE LIMITED
NETCAB LIMITED
LET'S GO LINE PRODUCTION LIMITED
SPENCER & FERGUSON LIMITED
QUAYVALE INTERNATIONAL TRUST LIMITED
QUAYVALE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
VILLA MARIE NURSING HOME LIMITED
BILLY O'LEARY CIVIL ENGINEERING & PLANT HIRE LIMITED
ARMSTRONG SATELLITE RESEARCH LIMITED
THE CLOCKWORKS MULTIMEDIA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
LEES PAINTING AND CONTRACTING LIMITED
CASTLEWAVE LIMITED
MPM ENTERPRISES LIMITED
SETEC ASTRONOMY LIMITED
MARATOP INVESTMENTS LIMITED
PATRICK O'CONNOR BUILDERS (WATERFORD) LIMITED
IRISH FORESTRY PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED
CORNISH ENTERPRISES LIMITED
CAMINOLE LIMITED
CAIRNW Cluster INVESTMENTS LIMITED
HETHERMAN HOLDINGS LIMITED
CHILDERS DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
L & C PIDGEON & SON LIMITED
T.W.T. TRANSPORT LIMITED
G & F PROPERTIES LIMITED
268498  CASLON SERVICES LIMITED
268527  TOPUP COMPUTERS LIMITED
268529  DETECT-ON ENGINEERING
268547  ENCOMPASS PROMOTIONS LIMITED
268549  SCANDEX INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LIMITED
268563  PERFECTSOFT LIMITED
268578  PEMBROKE CAPITAL ADMINISTRATION LIMITED
268647  SUPERIOR TRANSPORT LIMITED
268663  OXWALD LIMITED
268675  NTX LIMITED
268716  KEETECH ENGINEERING LIMITED
268727  MIDLAND SUPPLY CENTRE LIMITED
268729  M.K. COUNTRY FRESH EGGS LIMITED
268747  CROSSAN AND LAWLER LIMITED
268829  FIRST TO THE SUN LIMITED
268853  LIFFEYGROVE LIMITED
268863  GRIMES & CO. MAIL ORDER LIMITED
268875  KILLALA PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED
268898  MTM CONSULTANTS LIMITED
268929  PROSPERING LIMITED
268947  KESTRAL INSURANCES
268953  SOUNDS FANTASTIC LIMITED
268975  SOUTH WEST HYGIENE LIMITED
269016  REED PERSONNEL SERVICES LIMITED
269049  BZW SECURED EQUITY FUND IV PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
269063  MANOROSE CONTRACTORS LIMITED
269078  FAY ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIAL CONTRACTORS LIMITED
269116  CINDERFORD COMPANY LIMITED
269129  TURTLE TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
269153  H.K. ENTERPRISES LIMITED
269175  LLANDRILLO LIMITED
269178  MILLTOWN ELECTRICAL (ASHBOURNE) LIMITED
269216  HINCKLEY LIMITED
269249  FRANCIS MEEHAN LIMITED
269298  NAVAN SOFA COMPANY LIMITED
269316  CAPSOFF LIMITED
269327  BALLYMUN HORSE OWNERS ASSOCIATION LIMITED
269349  CLEANSlate LIMITED
269363  THE BEACH STEREO COMPANY LIMITED
269398  HANBERRY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
269427  EUROCON LIMITED
269429  NAVADA HOLDINGS LIMITED
269447  NEW WORLD BUSINESS LIMITED
269449  TRINITY DESIGN COMPANY LIMITED
269453  BGAT LIMITED
269475  PRIDEROW LIMITED
269498  CHANCELLOR INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
269547  SUN CORPORATION LIMITED
269553  LIME STREET INVESTMENTS LIMITED
269563  DUNDREUM BUILDING CONTRACTORS LIMITED
269575  VOLVALE ENGINEERING LIMITED
269649  I.Q.P. LIMITED
269663  IRISH HOTELS RESERVATION CENTER LIMITED
269716  CARRAGH PROPERTIES GALWAY LIMITED
269727  GOLDCREST TRUST LIMITED
269749  DUNBASE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
269763  MEKON TRADING LIMITED
269775  CELLULAR CONCEPTS LIMITED
269816 PURITY POWER INVESTMENTS LIMITED
269847 BRYSAM ENTERPRISES LIMITED
269875 BERTONWELL LIMITED
269878 SUNMIRTH LIMITED
269916 KEARSLEY HOLDINGS LIMITED
269927 EAGLE CONTRACTS LIMITED
269929 ADAMSPARK LIMITED
269949 MICHAEL LAY PLUMBING LIMITED
269953 PASSAGE WEST SERVICE STATION LIMITED
269963 C.E.M. (C.E. MANAGEMENT AND STRATEGIE) LIMITED
270027 CARRIGADOON TRANSPORT LIMITED
270029 CLONBURRIS LIMITED
270053 CRANBOURNE CONSULTING LIMITED
270063 BOLDEFFECT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
270075 KINGDOM ENTERPRISES LIMITED
270098 WOODHAVEN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
270127 BIUTONI LIMITED
270149 DOVEWAY LIMITED
270153 MCKEON JOINERY LIMITED
270163 CAVALIER DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
270175 TOLLIT TRADING CORP.
270216 REGENT GATE LIMITED
270229 ALZARO LIMITED
270247 COLINA MORAN & ASSOCIATES LIMITED
270253 FIRST BALTIC INVESTMENT TRUST
270263 CAVAN CABS LIMITED
270278 DELTA ASSETS LIMITED
270316 DAYBLEAK PROPERTIES LIMITED
270327 TOM MITCHELL BUILDERS LIMITED
270363 CRYSTALBURY LIMITED
270378 S.K. FIRE & SAFETY LIMITED
270416 SLIPSTREAM PROPERTIES LIMITED
270427 RATHMOON DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
270429 CRANEHILL PROPERTIES LIMITED
270447 GUARDFORCE INTERNATIONAL SERVICES LIMITED
270449 GRACELAWN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
270453 CROMWELL GRAPHICS LIMITED
270463 MOLDAVA SERVICES LIMITED
270498 CRIMEWISE SECURITY SYSTEMS LIMITED
270516 CORK TIE & BADGE COMPANY LIMITED
270527 AUSSWEST LIMITED
270547 MISSION OAKS LIMITED
270553 MAINLAND TRUST LIMITED
270563 BIOHEAL LIMITED
270598 RUMSTONE LIMITED
270616 COLLARD AGENCIES LIMITED
270627 PATANE TRADING LIMITED
270647 ASCOT ORGANISATION
270675 GOLFING TOURS OF IRELAND LIMITED
270698 ROSAHANE LIMITED
270727 SANDBAY LIMITED
270729 GOLIGHTLY LIMITED
270778 BARNEHURST LIMITED
270849 PLANNET 21 COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
270875 CYBERNIA TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
270916 M O'HANLON SOLUTIONS LIMITED
270927 MVK COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED
270929 POWER WARREN MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED
270949 BLACKSTONE INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
270963 LORRAINE BUNBURY (INTERIORS) LIMITED
271016 G. MCK. MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED
271027 CORDABAR LIMITED
271029 VALTOP LIMITED
271075 THE MUCKY DUCK LIMITED
271078 EUREKA FINANCE LIMITED
271116 THORNCASTLE FINANCE LIMITED
271153 SONIC TRUST LIMITED
271216 RENAISSANCE CREATIVE GROUP LIMITED
271229 V.A. ENTERPRISES LIMITED
271253 KINGSLEY HOTEL LIMITED
271263 NASHWILL INVESTMENT & DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED
271278 MAX TORQUE - Z LIMITED
271298 DBB LIMITED
271327 ETP INTERNATIONAL GROUP LIMITED
271375 HEX CAPITAL HOLDING LIMITED
271427 WESTIN CALL CENTRE EUROPE LIMITED
271463 ALTICOM INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
271475 JONES & CLARE SECURITIES
271478 HOPEWELL MEDICAL RESEARCH LIMITED
271516 CLAYTON DEVELOPMENT CORP.
271547 SLANSKI LIMITED
271549 NEVSKY LIMITED
271563 BANDENBERRY LIMITED
271575 CROFTWELL PROPERTIES LIMITED
271578 HALEFORD HOLDINGS LIMITED
271598 THE INSTRUMENT WAREHOUSE LIMITED
271649 ZARINA LIMITED
271653 CREATIVE FOODS LIMITED
271663 ENREMA LIMITED
271716 BENSLEY LIMITED
271749 MCLAUGHLIN BUILDERS LIMITED
271775 BALLINTUBBER INNS LIMITED
271798 FINNABAIR ESTATES LIMITED
271829 SAMOAN LIMITED
271853 BOMBAYMIX CATERING LIMITED
271863 HAVANAHEIGHTS LIMITED
271898 MYRALUCK TRANSPORT LIMITED
271929 OPTON HOLDING CORPORATION LIMITED
271947 SILVERING LIMITED
271949 EIRLINK MOBILE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
271978 COPYCRAFT LIMITED
272027 MARY DALY INSURANCES (CROSSMOLINA) LIMITED
272047 VARU TIMBER TRADE LIMITED
272049 ELECTRO CHECK LIMITED
272075 TONY CANNING AUTOS LIMITED
272078 E & D DAIRY PRODUCTS LIMITED
272147 CAYACUS LIMITED
272149 CROWN MEADOWS LIMITED
272153 BAKU TRADING LIMITED
272178 PILLAR MANAGEMENT CONTRACTING LIMITED
272216 HILLTOP DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
272247 ABACUS SNOOKER SERVICES LIMITED
272298 EXTERNAL MARKETING LIMITED
272316 CONTRACT COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED
272327 ANGEL PARIS LIMITED
272329 DELTA EQUITY LIMITED
273478 OLDTOWER LIMITED
273498 M.F.S. FUELS LIMITED
273516 KINSALE BREWING COMPANY LIMITED
273527 WINECAVE LIMITED
273547 PIKEBRIDGE
273553 MULTICAPITAL GROUP LIMITED
273578 VERDIMAR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
273616 BLEASDALE LIMITED
273629 DOYCE COMPANY LIMITED
273647 SHOPSTOP TRADING LIMITED
273649 HERBSHAW LIMITED
273653 RUTHSGEN LIMITED
273663 VIRTUAL ENGINEERING (IRELAND) LIMITED
273675 OPTIMUM OVERSEAS LIMITED
273716 HEGARTY CONSULTING EUROPE LIMITED
273749 FUSCO ICE-CREAM LIMITED
273753 C.T.T. COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY TRADING LIMITED
273763 O'HAGAN HEATING & PLUMBING LIMITED
273775 DELCIANA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
273816 FASHION FOR MEN LIMITED
273829 EXPRESS FLEET SERVICES (IRELAND) LIMITED
273849 THE RESULTS TEAM LIMITED
273853 HAPPY DINING LIMITED
273875 COMPLETE FLOORING SERVICES LIMITED
273878 DATA TRANSFER SYSTEMS LIMITED
273949 DOOLEY'S FINE WINES LIMITED
273963 SOLOTRON LIMITED
273975 LUCAN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
273978 BRIDGEPATH CORPORATION LIMITED
274063 COPPERLANE LIMITED
274075 TRANS-WORLD FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS LIMITED
274078 OVERMAND LIMITED
274116 ROSMINDLE LIMITED
274127 HELVIC SHELLFISH LIMITED
274129 LUTON TRADING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
274147 HARTCLIFF LIMITED
274153 NORVISTA LIMITED
274178 CHAUDANNE COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
274216 IREMET LIMITED
274247 ATTILA PROPERTIES LIMITED
274253 ROSGOTT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
274298 EAST CORK ESTATE AGENTS LIMITED
274316 NIMBY VALE LIMITED
274347 E.A.T. EXECUTIVE AIR TRANSPORT (MANAGEMENT) LIMITED
274378 MCGRATTAN ENGINEERING LIMITED
274416 TRAVASCON TRADING LIMITED
274453 SMALL-CRAFT LIMITED
274475 A.P.P. DECORATORS (IRELAND) LIMITED
274478 LARKIN COMMUNICATION CONSULTANTS LIMITED
274498 UNIPATH INTERNATIONAL
274516 MK DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
274549 BELLHOP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
274575 TRUCK & TRAILER COMPUTER TRACKING LIMITED
274578 DISK FIXERS SOLUTIONS LIMITED
274598 AFRISSPORTS LIMITED
274616 MID WEST FOOD DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
274629 INTERNATIONAL CREATIVE MANAGEMENT IRELAND LIMITED
274647 BROADGATE PROPERTIES LIMITED
274649  MATTIMOE COMPUTER CONSULTING LIMITED
274653  SNUGMORE LIMITED
274678  MJ COSTELLO ELECTRICAL LIMITED
274716  GRANGE ROAD LIMITED
274727  J N MANUFACTURING (IRELAND) LIMITED
274775  APT SIGNS MANUFACTURING LIMITED
274778  D.G. SOUNDS LIMITED
274847  GEOFINANCE LIMITED
274853  MAINLAND RESOURCES
274878  SHARIAR LIMITED
274927  EUROCOM CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
274947  GLENEDEN TRADING LIMITED
274975  BEL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
274978  THE TRINITY PLAZA LIMITED
274998  EXBRIDGE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
275029  SANDYFORD OFFICE SOLUTIONS LIMITED
275047  CALLENDALE PROPERTIES LIMITED
275049  CHARNOCK SUPPLY COMPANY LIMITED
275053  CLANBERG ENTERPRISES
275075  CAIUS LIMITED
275078  ASHJEN LIMITED
275116  STARTRITE PRODUCTS LIMITED
275147  GLOBUSMEDIA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
275163  TROYBURN LIMITED
275247  COCONUT GROVE PROPERTY LIMITED
275249  P.C. MEDIA LIMITED
275253  HANNIGAN FREIGHT LIMITED
275278  K.C. BUILDING & JOINERY MANUFACTURING LIMITED
275298  AXIAL TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
275316  THE HOUSE OF SAP LIMITED
275327  LEADRIDGE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
275398  GATEWOOD LIMITED
275427  VALTON ENTERPRISES INTERNATIONAL
275449  TENBIGH INVESTMENTS LIMITED
275453  VIMENT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
275463  SADVILLE HOLDINGS LIMITED
275478  H.C.S. BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED
275516  SAMFORD ENTERTAINMENTS LIMITED
275529  CREVELO LIMITED
275549  WOODRING LIMITED
275578  ICON ENGINEERING LIMITED
275598  DOOLIN VILLAGE STORES LIMITED
275616  ROYALCROFT LIMITED
275627  FEORUS LIMITED
275629  THOMOND VENTURE CAPITAL FUND LIMITED
275649  OPTIMUM APPLICATIONS GROUP LIMITED
275663  SILVERDALE RESOURCES LIMITED
275727  P & R POWDER COATINGS LIMITED
275763  MARKETING PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED
275775  DIGITAL COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL (DISTRIBUTION) LIMITED
275798  MRS DUFFY'S BARS LIMITED
275816  GAVERICK ENTERPRISES LIMITED
275847  STARBEAM LIMITED
275849  O'GENDER INSURANCES LIMITED
275863  DUB'S OWN LIMITED
275875  AXBRIDGE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
275949  SAQQARA PROPERTIES LIMITED
275953  KILLEENAGH DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
275963 VAC PART LIMITED
275975 PROVENCE PROPERTIES LIMITED
275998 DIMOND COMPUTER CONSULTANTS LIMITED
276016 HASCOTT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
276047 F & G FAST FOOD ENTERPRISES LIMITED
276053 DESPINA TRADING LIMITED
276063 DESIGNDRAFT LIMITED
276075 KONIG EUROTRADE
276127 NET EFFECT LIMITED
276129 THE COMPANY STORE NOMINEE SECRETARIES (IRELAND) LIMITED
276147 LINTRA INVESTMENTS LIMITED
276153 KITCHENS BY DESIGN LIMITED
276163 LIMEKILN CONSULTANTS LIMITED
276178 VMT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
276216 GEORGETOWN LIMITED
276247 BOBBIN TRADING LIMITED
276329 COUNTRY DREAMS LIMITED
276347 SUTTLER DAVENPORT LIMITED
276375 PLUTIDE LIMITED
276378 SIDEBASE LIMITED
276427 SMART SYSTEMS AND DATA CONSULTING LIMITED
276447 MULROY CAR SALES (LETTERKENNY) LIMITED
276453 ATLANTIC ALGINATES LIMITED
276463 FERROGLOBUS LIMITED
276498 AARON SHREDDING LIMITED
276516 KELLS PRIORY CRYSTAL, GLASS, PORCELAIN, SILVER, GOLD AND POTTERY LIMITED
276529 RIPPERSELEY ENTERPRISES LIMITED
276549 ABBEYSHAW LIMITED
276563 MERAMMA TRADING LIMITED
276575 TORKVALE LIMITED
276578 SANDFLAME LIMITED
276627 BYRON-JACKSON LIMITED
276629 PALLADINO TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
276663 S & B SCAFFOLDING LIMITED
276675 CONGREVE HOUSE (MANAGEMENT) COMPANY LIMITED
276727 BEARA DIRECT LIMITED
276753 TREEHOLD LIMITED
276775 KENTBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED
276816 IMPERIAL BUSINESS CONNECTIONS LIMITED
276829 ICM TILES LIMITED
276847 INFCOM TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS LIMITED
276849 LEINSTER TIMBER LIMITED
276898 MUNSTER HOUSEHOLD GARAGES LIMITED
276947 ATHNID INVESTMENTS LIMITED
277027 HENROY CONSULTANTS LIMITED
277047 BLAKESLINE LIMITED
277049 GREENDALE TAVERNS LIMITED
277053 REAL WOOD FLOORING LIMITED
277063 THE CORPORATE FILM COMPANY LIMITED
277078 NETNOTE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
277098 KNOCKCROSS LIMITED
277147 STARPATH TRADING
277153 AURELIA INVESTMENT LIMITED
277178 SCROLL COMPUTING SERVICES LIMITED
277216 C & J ENTERPRISES (BALLYLANDERS) LIMITED
277249 BRIDGECOM MUNSTER LIMITED
277253 TRADE MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL (TMI) LIMITED
277298 THE ACTORS AGENCY LIMITED
277363  BANLEY LIMITED
277375  WESTPOINT WAREHOUSING LIMITED
277427  CEDARWAY LIMITED
277447  C & W BISTRO LIMITED
277449  GLOBAL EARTH SCIENCES LIMITED
277463  MONEYCLEAR LIMITED
277527  THORNLEAF LIMITED
277529  TOP LORD LIMITED
277575  REGMOUNT INVESTMENTS LIMITED
277578  KENTBRIDGE TRUST LIMITED
277598  H & G TRANSPORT LIMITED
277647  KNOCKRIN LIMITED
277653  LORRAWAY LIMITED
277663  DENBROWN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
277675  CASAMENTO LIMITED
277716  DECMAR ADVANCED COMPUTER SOLUTIONS LIMITED
277747  PILOTEX LIMITED
277749  GRANOMIL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
277763  SHANA LIMITED
277798  INTEGRATED TECHNO-SOFT SYSTEMS LIMITED
277827  GAPWAY LIMITED
277829  COURONE LIMITED
277847  SUREGLLEN LIMITED
277927  ARCHCASTLE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
277947  SCARABEN LIMITED
277963  ADVANCE HIGH TECH DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
277975  SPAGTEK CORP. LIMITED
278016  WYNNESGROVE TRADING LIMITED
278049  WEST ZONE LIMITED
278063  METROP ENGINEERING LIMITED
278075  TYCO FAR EAST HOLDINGS LIMITED
278078  EMISIS SMARTCOM LIMITED
278098  ABSOLUTELY NO CREDIT LIMITED
278116  PLIFTON LIMITED
278147  M.P.C. ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING LIMITED
278149  ARDMOUNT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
278153  UNITED WASTE IRELAND LIMITED
278163  CYBER EMPLOYMENT SERVICES LIMITED
278175  C J L LIMITED
278178  TECH-OPS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
278247  COLOREX LIMITED
278253  ANDERSCOPE COMPANY LIMITED
278263  NOS DESIGN LIMITED
278278  M.T.O.H. PROPERTY LIMITED
278298  I.M.M. FOOD CO. LIMITED
278316  RIVERBOURNE LIMITED
278353  SLATEMORE LIMITED
278429  A.C.E. MEDIA VENTURES, LIMITED
278447  KOREA REPRESENTATION LIMITED
278449  RATHGOLEN LIMITED
278453  SHERINDELL TRADING LIMITED
278463  TECH-O-TEX LIMITED
278475  LEITRIM OFFICE SUPPLIES LIMITED
278478  TINCOM COMPUTER CONSULTANTS LIMITED
278498  BOSTON MANAGEMENT CORPORATION LIMITED
278527  UNITED DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
278547  RAI SON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
278549  VOLMAY FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
279853 VERPLANK LIMITED
279863 ARRAVEN INTERIORS LIMITED
279927 BLUE ORCHIDS
279929 FARROW LAING LIMITED
279949 BUCKLEY SECURITY SYSTEMS LIMITED
279953 SCORPION COMPUTER SOLUTIONS LIMITED
279963 ACUSHLA HORTICULTURE LIMITED
279975 DANAUS LIMITED
279978 CONFERENCE PLUS GLOBAL SERVICES, LIMITED
279998 TRANSGLOBAL BUSINESS CORPORATION LIMITED
280016 MOBILES TO YOUR DOOR LIMITED
280029 HOBCLEF LIMITED
280075 GIBIDI (IRL) LIMITED
280078 CERAMIC & WOOD LIMITED
280098 VDM HOLDING LIMITED
280116 KING FERRIES LIMITED
280147 BRITANNIA DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED
280149 JETWAY COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
280175 SAM LEISURE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
280216 INSTANT BUSINESS SOLUTIONS LIMITED
280227 OAKTRON ENGINEERING LIMITED
280229 EDENWELL ENGINEERING LIMITED
280247 STINSON TRANSPORT LIMITED
280253 DAMGATE LIMITED
280263 BARCLAY DE BURGH CHAUFFEUR AND LIMOUSINE SERVICES LIMITED
280275 RANGEMERE CONTRACTORS LIMITED
280278 TONMAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED
280298 MOONSWORLD TRADING LIMITED
280329 M & J TIME GROUP COMPANY
280363 SPIRAL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
280375 DON JUAN VILLAS LIMITED
280378 RS HOTEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED
280398 RUMLEY HOLDINGS LIMITED
280427 HORUS PHARMACY LIMITED
280447 PM&A TRUST LIMITED
280449 BRIDGEWAY FINANCE LIMITED
280463 MALONES BAR KINGSCOURT LIMITED
280475 ELMCRAFT LIMITED
280478 GREYHALL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
280498 DIGIFIBRE LIMITED
280516 BROADCLIFF LIMITED
280527 WEST CLARE WINDFARM (PROPERTIES) LIMITED
280529 RIGHT LININGS LIMITED
280547 ALLSET LIMITED
280553 SYSCOM TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS LIMITED
280563 BOUNCEABOUTS LEISURE ACTIVITIES LIMITED
280575 APOLLO TECHNICAL SERVICES LIMITED
280627 SWEET CLEARWATER LIMITED
280653 G & R GROUNDWORKS & DEMOLITION LIMITED
280663 MERCURY SECURITY LIMITED
280678 VAXON LIMITED
280716 LITTLE PACE MEATS LIMITED
280727 JIM MURTAGH HAULAGE LIMITED
280729 P.J. WYER YARN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
280775 IMMELMAN LIMITED
280778 SANDYWELL PROPERTIES LIMITED
280798 BLUECREST INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
280816 G. KELLY’S PHARMACY BUNDORAN LIMITED
280827 VALDI-HIGH TECH (IRELAND) LIMITED
280853 RAXINTEK LIMITED
280916 THYNE ELECTRICAL LIMITED
280927 BROADPRIDE DEVELOPMENTS INC.
280929 COOLRIDGE MANAGEMENT INC.
280947 FEGH
280975 CHARTWIN LIMITED
280978 SCOTWIN LIMITED
280998 ALLMA FINANCE GROUP LIMITED
281029 JND CATERING MANAGEMENT LIMITED
281047 ROYALGATE TRUST LIMITED
281049 GREENMARSH TRUST LIMITED
281053 GOLDCRAFT INDUSTRIES LIMITED
281075 VOICENET LIMITED
281116 THE TRAVEL COMPANION PUBLISHING COMPANY LIMITED
281127 ALBATROSS TRUST LIMITED
281129 BALFORD TRUST LIMITED
281149 ARPEGGIO PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT (CORK) LIMITED
281153 NORDIC AMERICAN INC LIMITED
281175 HAMBELTON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
281178 THOMPSON CONTRACTS LIMITED
281198 ACCESS EXECUTIVE SERVICES LIMITED
281216 SPORTS & TRENDS LIMITED
281227 OFF THE RECORD LIMITED
281249 CELTIC 67 BAR SERVICES LIMITED
281278 FINGAL I.T. SOLUTIONS LIMITED
281298 CONNEELY ASSOCIATES (GALWAY) LIMITED
281329 K.M.R. COMMUNICATIONS & ADVERTISING LIMITED
281353 BLANDCREST LIMITED
281378 OLD CONNELL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
281398 CALGARY ESTATE COMPANY
281416 MORGAN & PARTNERS LIMITED
281427 MONTSIDE TRADING LIMITED
281447 RATHCARRA LIMITED
281449 FLAXCOURT LIMITED
281463 C.M PAINT AND DECORATORS LIMITED
281475 COMET SALES LIMITED
281478 SEASON FINANCE LIMITED
281498 ZHINVALI DEVELOPMENT LIMITED
281527 HEIMATFILM LIMITED
281563 CALAF INDUSTRIES LIMITED
281598 ACKELTON LIMITED
281616 SINFORD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
281647 LOEWEN PARTNERS (IRELAND) LIMITED
281649 WHITE TOWER SECURITY LIMITED
281663 AGGREGATE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
281675 THORNROSS HOLDINGS
281698 LANDSCAPE PROPERTIES LIMITED
281716 BEAMLANE LIMITED
281753 TASHVILLE LIMITED
281763 ELLAMAINE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
281798 DICKSON PEARL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
281816 CLASSIFIED INVESTIGATIONS LIMITED
281847 SEAGULL BUSINESS SOFTWARE IRELAND LIMITED
281875 SKY INVESTMENTS 2000
281898 RED PROPERTIES LIMITED
281927 ACTIONPAK OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES LIMITED
281929 EUROCALC LIMITED
281953 TANKARD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
281963 QUICK FOOD LIMITED
282029 MIDWEST FORESTRY GROWERS LIMITED
282075 TYREX LIMITED
282078 ROLAND BELZ FINANCE LIMITED
282116 WELLMEAD BUILDERS LIMITED
282127 PALMRIDGE TRANSPORT LIMITED
282129 ROCHELY TRADING LIMITED
282147 COMPUTER SYSTEMS SOURCING LIMITED
282153 CONWAY LOGISTICS LIMITED
282178 HENDERFORD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
282198 TOM TRIHY SAWMILLS LIMITED
282216 CRAYLAND INVESTMENTS
282229 MAD MACS COMPUTERS LIMITED
282247 BALLYNEALE COMPANY LIMITED
282249 J.P. CAHILL BUILDERS LIMITED
282253 STOPPEST LIMITED
282263 HIBERNIAN FILTRATION SERVICES LIMITED
282275 EAMMON DOYLE & DAUGHTERS LIMITED
282278 BAIDIN BEAG FISHING COMPANY LIMITED
282316 MILLENNIUM RESOURCES LIMITED
282329 JHT FURNITURE BY DESIGN LIMITED
282347 SANDFIELD RESEARCH AND INVESTMENTS LIMITED
282349 GRAMMIE CONSULTANTS LIMITED
282355 RAPIDO CONSULTANTS LIMITED
282378 NOVOWOOD LIMITED
282416 COMPUTER DISCOUNT CENTRE (IRELAND) LIMITED
282463 SALFLET INTER-TRADE INC.
282475 WISTANSTOW COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES
282478 WORMIT SYSTEMS INC.
282498 MAIRE NI DHOMHNAILL TEORANTA
282516 DERMOT O'NEILL TILING LIMITED
282527 NANCY DENHAM LIMITED
282529 TAPANGO LIMITED
282549 BIZ CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
282563 CANINE SECURITY + PROTECTION SERVICES LIMITED
282647 COTTAGE PINE (KILDARE) LIMITED
282649 SOUTH DUBLIN GAS COMPANY LIMITED
282716 CLARKE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES LIMITED
282727 INTERNATIONAL AIRLINE HANDLING (SHANNON) LIMITED
282729 SEPCO HOLDINGS LIMITED
282775 BERDALE DEVELOPMENT CO.
282778 MEDSTEAD DEVELOPMENTS
282816 D.J.H. BEARA LIMITED
282827 PRIVACY FINANCE ADVISERS
282829 BODY SHOCK PROFESSIONAL BODY PIERCING LIMITED
282847 THE BEAUMONT HOSPITAL CAR PARK COMPANY LIMITED
282853 SERBUS LIMITED
282863 ALTAIR I.T. CONSULTANTS LIMITED
282875 MOONBEG TRADING LIMITED
282947 UNICLUB LIMITED
282949 CRONEWARE LIMITED
282963 BLUE EYE SECURITY LIMITED
283027 SCANN SCREEN SALES LIMITED
283029 TRAXTEN LIMITED
283047 STARBRASS LIMITED
283049 VENTNOR TRADING COMPANY
283053 GLOBAL EAGLE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SEVENSTER ENTERPRISES
FLEMPTON OVERSEAS CORP.
THE VINTAGE OFF LICENCES LIMITED
STUART HILL ARCHITECTS LIMITED
DUST FREE SALES LIMITED
HONTIN SERVICES LIMITED
PEGASUS C.C.T.V. LIMITED
GLOBEPORT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
ELBERG LIMITED
COLOM INVESTMENT CORPORATION
LIR EMPIRE LIMITED
KILKEE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KILKEE PROPERTIES LIMITED
CUSTOM HOUSE CAPITAL ONLINE LIMITED
GO-LINE SERVICES LIMITED
BOVENTURE LIMITED
THE SQUARE TROLLEY MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED
MARK VICTORY SHOP FITTINGS LIMITED
Eurasia Continental Limited
Ozier Motors Limited
Designs by US Limited
Scandinavian Investment Group Inc Limited
S O S BEAG LIMITED
AVIARY ESTATES LIMITED
DAVENPORT RESOURCES LIMITED
TIMBER STRUCTURES OF IRELAND LIMITED
Hillberry Investments Limited
Grange Auto Imports (IRL) Limited
Janburn Consulting
Hopsford Limited
VVMZ East European Investment Service Limited
Rhinehill Limited
EUROBILLAND LIMITED
AMERAC Limited
PORTALON LIMITED
KLONSKY LIMITED
PS Commerce Imex Limited
FLORITAS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
HILLARY HOLDINGS LIMITED
ROBERT MCOLLUUGH LIN LIMITED
OXLEY PROPERTIES LIMITED
BALMER INVESTMENTS LIMITED
KINSFORD LIMITED
VENTOUX INVESTMENTS LIMITED
BONNERPOINT LIMITED
SHEALISS LIMITED
LAUDERHILL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Lucy Moynihan Computer Systems Limited
TARGET MERCHANTS LIMITED
COFICO CORPORATION
ELBAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED
Campion & Roberts Insurances Limited
COLENEI SERVICES LIMITED
HALEHEARTY TRADING LIMITED
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SUPPORT SERVICES LIMITED
ROAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED
SAMURN COMPANY
KINGSTONGREEN LIMITED
284249  ROYAL BOWER LIMITED
284275  CERISE PROPERTIES LIMITED
284298  LUBRA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
284316  SKYRUN TRADING LIMITED
284327  GOLF EXPO LIMITED
284347  SLIEVE BLOOM SOFTWARE BUREAU LIMITED
284363  NEWBEAM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
284375  GOLD CANYON LIMITED
284378  FINGAL FURNITURE LIMITED
284398  GARDEN CITY CORK MANAGEMENT LIMITED
284416  RECRUITMENT FOR TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
284447  THE FRONTLINE CATERING CO. LIMITED
284453  O'GRADY FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS LIMITED
284463  SOUTHWEST MARINE LIMITED
284475  LIMIT COMPUTING SERVICES LIMITED
284516  BEAN AROUND THE WORLD LIMITED
284529  BRANDIS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
284549  TIVOLI ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
284553  WESTPOINT CORPORATE SERVICES LIMITED
284563  EXPRESS FACTORS LIMITED
284578  RIVALDO INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED
284598  RAEL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
284616  GERALDINES HEALTH AND BEAUTY CLINIC LIMITED
284627  KNIGHT TEMPLAR LIMITED
284629  GOLDSHAW INVESTMENTS LIMITED
284647  CASTLEREA FORESTRY SERVICES LIMITED
284653  BALLINLOUGH PROPERTIES LIMITED
284698  NORTE OVERSEAS LIMITED
284716  CHRISSOUND LIMITED
284775  JAGUAR ASSOCIATES LIMITED
284778  RESDOW LIMITED
284816  McNABOLA BROTHERS LIMITED
284827  MDM ADVERTISING LIMITED
284847  SALINGER CONSULTANTS LIMITED
284949  LOMAITE RESOURCES LIMITED
284878  TRAINSHOT LIMITED
284927  MINICODE LIMITED
284929  OCKLEY INTERNATIONAL TRADING
284947  JOHN MCGLINCHEY LIMITED
284953  RUISLIP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
284963  ANGEL PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
284998  CITYGOLD INVESTMENTS LIMITED
285016  SHREVEPORT LIMITED
285027  KILMALLOCK SCAFFOLD AND TILES LIMITED
285047  CASTLERING HOLDINGS LIMITED
285049  KINTAN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
285053  HEALTHFIRST INTERNATIONAL (EURO) LIMITED
285075  BRESLIN ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
285098  DEVINE ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED
285153  AGW SURFACING LIMITED
285163  VINTAGE POSTER ART INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
285175  NETWORK APPLIANCE (SALES) LIMITED
285178  GROVEDRIVE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
285216  ROYAL MILLENIUM LIMITED
285227  CENTRAL PROBY APARTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED
285229  CELTIC HEMP INDUSTRIES LIMITED
285253  SUNWORTH LIMITED
285278  KILQUEST LIMITED
285298 FREERACE LIMITED
285298 FREERACE IMPORT/EXPORT LIMITED
285329 ELITE RETAIL (IRELAND) LIMITED
285349 JACURRANDE PROMOTIONS LIMITED
285375 STAR ASSETS LIMITED
285378 AT INTERNATIONAL IRELAND LIMITED
285429 NATIONAL COLLEGE OF CLEANING SCIENCE LIMITED
285447 ACT WORLD LIMITED
285453 THE DUTY FREE GUIDE GROUP LIMITED
285463 WORLDLAND LIMITED
285475 ARDCOOL INVESTMENTS LIMITED
285498 LOGISTICNET LIMITED
285516 RAVENSVILLE LIMITED
285529 WIDE CHOICE LIMITED
285547 BLACKSENTRY HOLDINGS LIMITED
285553 CHESTERGOLD INTERNATIONAL
285575 DEEPDRILL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
285578 COLECART HOLDINGS LIMITED
285598 AUTOPART DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
285627 THE BRASS RAZOO LIMITED
285675 CHIKAL TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
285678 CAPRIO LIMITED
285729 C.L.A.'S CAFE LIMITED
285753 DAIREW LIMITED
285827 ONTARIA PROPERTIES LIMITED
285853 WILKINS CONSULTING LIMITED
285898 CAMEL CATERING LIMITED
285927 SIHAYA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
285947 POMTEC LIMITED
285949 EAGLEFORM LIMITED
285963 MOUNTSHIRE LIMITED
285975 GILDERMOUNT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
285978 SOLIDSHAPE LIMITED
285998 SPARANTUS LIMITED
286029 ELBAFORT SUPPLY COMPANY
286047 ALDERBECK LIMITED
286049 CLANCARTY LIMITED
286063 REDSTART LIMITED
286075 INTER PLUS CORPORATION
286078 BLACK SEA INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
286098 WINTERSHADE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
286127 LAURELABBEY LIMITED
286129 EIRGRID LIMITED
286147 TEC-HOUSE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
286153 UNICORN SALES LIMITED
286163 BUDGET TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
286178 TIMORTON ENGINEERING LIMITED
286198 PUBLIPACK LIMITED
286229 KLARMADALE LIMITED
286249 CARLINGCANE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
286263 HARBOUR YACHTS LIMITED
286275 GRANGEVARD LIMITED
286278 VIOLET VALE MANAGEMENT COMPANY (NO. 1) LIMITED
286316 GLENCOIN LIMITED
286329 GREENCOURT LIMITED
286363 MARSICON LIMITED
286416 P T TRANSPORT LIMITED
286429 QUAYSIDE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
286453 CORBATT & DOHERTY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
286463  BUSH QUEST LIMITED
286478  DEWBURYWOOD LIMITED
286516  DENSIALANE LIMITED
286527  HILLYARD TRADING LIMITED
286529  FITZWILLIAM ACUPUNCTURE & ALLERGY CENTRE LIMITED
286547  BLAYE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
286549  AIR COMFORT IRELAND LIMITED
286553  WELLFLOW LIMITED
286575  DON CARLO LIMITED
286578  HAWTHORN TRANSPORT LIMITED
286647  ROCKSPAN LIMITED
286649  GANDONROCK LIMITED
286663  COUNTERPANE TRADING LIMITED
286675  THE HAVEN COFFEE SHOP LIMITED
286678  HESPHELD LIMITED
286729  JAPAN-EURO AUTO EXCHANGE LIMITED
286747  WAKELIN PROMOTIONS LIMITED
286753  BRESNAN MARKETING LIMITED
286763  TIMLIN PROPERTIES LIMITED
286775  INTENSE RECORDS LIMITED
286778  FUTURESOF LIMITED
286849  BRIGHTWATER SELECTION (IRELAND) LIMITED
286863  SYSTEMATIC MANAGEMENT LIMITED
286878  EDLUND PROPERTIES LIMITED
286898  OSCARM LIMITED
286927  WISDOM RESOURCES LIMITED
286929  TULGLOW ENGINEERING LIMITED
286953  CHRISTMAS EVENTS LIMITED
286978  SEALTIGHT SLEEVES & LABELS LIMITED
286998  HALO HAIR STUDIOS LIMITED
287016  HAPFORT IRELAND LIMITED
287029  JVC TRANSPORT LIMITED
287047  HELMUT LIMITED
287063  WHITETRACK CORPORATION LIMITED
287075  COSTINE BROTHERS BUILDERS LIMITED
287078  FLANNERY BUILDERS LIMITED
287127  ARDENHALL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
287129  UNION GREGORY & MIMIS SALES LIMITED
287147  PAUL MC MAHON ELECTRICAL LIMITED
287149  KERAS HOLDINGS LIMITED
287178  INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
287198  MINERAL ESTATES (IRELAND) LIMITED
287229  BALDINI LIMITED
287275  SLIEVEASTON LIMITED
287329  PACEFORD LIMITED
287349  CARRIGLEN PROPERTIES LIMITED
287353  PORThARRIS TAVERNS LIMITED
287378  GOLDAIM INVESTMENTS LIMITED
287398  GOLDEN EAGLE FOOD INDUSTRIES LIMITED
287427  NS ENERGY PROJECTS LIMITED
287447  EMDEC INDUSTRIES LIMITED
287449  WESTIE FILMS LIMITED
287463  CLOTH OF GOLD LIMITED
287478  EUROAMERICAN CONSULTING CORPORATION LIMITED
287516  CONNEMARA HOLIDAYS LIMITED
287547  BALBRAZIL PROPERTIES LIMITED
287549  WILLOWWOOD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
287575  SECURITY DYNAMICS TECHNOLOGIES IRELAND LIMITED
287616 FLATSEAL LIMITED
287627 LIGHTBOX (IRELAND) LIMITED
287629 FINCA HOLDINGS LIMITED
287647 PAT DRONEY (FORMWORK) LIMITED
287649 RAVENSPAN CORPORATION
287653 LOUGHEMER SERVICES LIMITED
287663 WESTGO PROPERTIES LIMITED
287675 EUROTECH DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
287678 MONASTERY TRANSPORT LIMITED
287716 HORANFIELD LIMITED
287727 OFFICESMART (LIMERICK) LIMITED
287729 ZEMO PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
287753 THE COUNTY HOMESearch COMPANY (CORK AND KERRY) LIMITED
287829 T. & M. PROPERTIES LIMITED
287847 LA DIGUE LIMITED
287853 AULDEN PLUMBING & HEATING SERVICES LIMITED
287878 FOLLGARD LIMITED
287898 SPACE-DATA LIMITED
287927 PERFECTSOL LIMITED
287929 GREETWELL LIMITED
287947 BUILD ON-LINE LIMITED
287953 ESAT @ HOME LIMITED
288016 OSSIMILE LIMITED
288027 ATO ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
288029 FRANK MC HUGH LIMITED
288053 J.O.C. ENGINEERING LIMITED
288063 BARRIER ADVERTISING LIMITED
288078 BRILLIANT PROPERTIES LIMITED
288116 ROBERT DOHERTY LIMITED
288127 WATERMINT CORPORATION
288149 MOTION GUN LIMITED
288163 KNOCKGRIFFIN ENTERPRISE CENTRE LIMITED
288175 R.D.R. ASSOCIATES LIMITED
288178 SEAFIELD HOLIDAY HOUSES LIMITED
288198 HIGH STANDARD PROJECTS LIMITED
288247 GLEMSFORD HOLDINGS LIMITED
288263 A1 ACCOMMODATION BROKERS LIMITED
288278 AUDIF INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
288298 THE ADVENTURE COMPANY LIMITED
288327 SYNTAX COMPUTING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
288349 VALIDATION COMPUTING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
288353 VERTEX CONTRACTORS LIMITED
288363 FRENCH CUISINE LIMITED
288375 SMA SPORTS LIMITED
288378 BOALDWYN LIMITED
288398 EASTERN GEO LIMITED
288449 GORMAN & DONNELLY LIMITED
288453 SANDERSON KNIGHT ASSOCIATES LIMITED
288463 JOAKA LIMITED
288475 ACTON CONSTRUCTION (CLIFDEN) LIMITED
288498 FINE MOTORS LIMITED
288516 CLEAN AS A WHISTLE LIMITED
288527 MINIHANE WATERSPORTS & SALES LIMITED
288529 CATTLE CARE LIMITED
288547 NOWLAN TRADING LIMITED
288549 MIRAGE GRAPHICS LIMITED
288553 SOUTH EAST DAMP COMPANY LIMITED
288563 COLBERT CONSULTANTS LIMITED
288578 VENER INVESTMENTS LIMITED
288598 GALAXY ELECTRICAL LIMITED
288616 SILVERBLADE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS
288629 SECURITRACK LIMITED
288647 TECH PACIFIC IRELAND LIMITED
288653 PENVELLO PARK LIMITED
288675 MORICAPS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
288678 PANIDORF INVESTMENTS LIMITED
288698 PAUL HUGHES & ASSOCIATES LIMITED
288716 KIOSKNET.COM LIMITED
288729 FURNITURE TO GO LIMITED
288747 KEVIN QUAID BUILDERS LIMITED
288778 WESTERN SHEDS LIMITED
288827 SOUTH EAST PROPERTY LIMITED
288829 LIFETIMES PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
288849 MATAREM LIMITED
288853 ALBESTON INVESTMENTS LIMITED
288863 EXECUTIVE TAXICABS LIMITED
288898 MULLIGAN SOFTWARE LIMITED
288916 JOLAND MANAGEMENT LIMITED
288927 MAZAL LIMITED
288929 KNOCK SPRING WATER LIMITED
288947 BELLADERA SERVICES LIMITED
288949 GMC ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED
288963 SCOTDEEN LIMITED
289016 STRATTON STRUCTURAL LIMITED
289029 RAIDER HOLDINGS LIMITED
289047 DLA INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT RESOURCES LIMITED
289053 DEBENAIRE LIMITED
289063 ELMWOOD DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
289075 POOLCO LIMITED
289078 EXPRESS DESPATCH LIMITED
289098 BOXBERRY LIMITED
289116 BALLYHEA ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED
289127 RIBLEDALE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
289129 EDGEMONY LIMITED
289147 WILLE ENTERPRISES
289153 DUBLIN PROPERTY WEEKLY LIMITED
289175 GRENAIH ELECTRICAL LIMITED
289178 A AUTO AMBULANCE LIMITED
289216 NEVILLE SOFTWARE SERVICES LIMITED
289247 MISTRAL BUS & COACH LIMITED
289263 BRENON PARTNERS LIMITED
289275 IVORCAN HOLDINGS LIMITED
289298 JOS BUILDERS LIMITED
289316 R.J.D. MOTORS LIMITED
289327 MYCLEAR LIMITED
289363 GOLDELAYMER CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
289375 PUNCHTON LIMITED
289378 TECH ARTS MEDIA LIMITED
289416 SMITHFIELD INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANTS LIMITED